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Objectives

This research initiative addresses one of the most
pressing issues currently facing U.S. Gulf of Mexico
(Gulf) fisheries management – estimating the
absolute abundance of Red Snapper (Lutjanus
campechanus). The iconic Red Snapper supports
one of the most economically valuable finfish
fisheries in the Gulf. Their immense popularity led to
severe stock depletion through historical overfishing,
and the stock remains overfished. Best possible
management is hindered by the lack of robust
abundance data. Thus, our overarching goal is to
provide an independent estimate of Age-2 and older
Red Snapper absolute abundance in the northern
Gulf of Mexico. We will meet this goal by addressing
the following objectives:
1. To estimate abundance and distribution of Red
Snapper on artificial, natural, and
unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitat across the
northern Gulf;
2. To develop, optimize, and implement a large-scale
survey design that can be used not only for the Red
Snapper population estimation but also benefit future
Gulf-wide population surveys;
3. To ensure the design will result in estimates that
will be used for comparison and integration into the
NOAA Red Snapper stock assessment;
4. To archive biological samples for future life history
studies of age and growth, fecundity, and trophic
ecology, and genetic population structure;
5. To work directly with the Gulf fishing community
and engage stakeholders.
Principal investigators and collaborators in this
consortium are leading fisheries scientists and
statisticians with extensive experience using fisheryindependent and -dependent techniques to quantify
fisheries stock abundance and life history attributes
of reef fishes inhabiting natural and artificial reefs
and unknown/unconsolidated bottom. Our combined
expertise in these areas makes this consortium the
best-qualified to apply methods that are scalable and
applicable to the objectives of this proposal across
the wide geographic scope of the Gulf. The analytical
expertise of members of this team will ensure that
appropriate models are used for expansion of
habitat-associated densities to an overall absolute
abundance estimate suitable for integration into the
stock assessment process. Specifically, we propose
to use a suite of methodologies in a multi-regional
approach that is appropriate for the regions and
habitats sampled, as a single sampling method is not

Methodology

Rationale

capable of providing abundance estimates in all
habitats. We will perform direct visual counts of Red
Snapper across the entire region and various
habitats using remotely operated vehicle surveys and
towed camera arrays, coupled with active acoustics
for calculating fish densities and validating counts
from visual surveys. Bolstering these visual
approaches, well-established depletion-based
methodologies will be used to provide an additional
but comparable estimate of abundance. These
techniques have proven successful through proof-ofconcept work in the Gulf, especially for shallow areas
constrained by visibility limitations. Finally, we will
employ a tagging study using mark-and-recapture
techniques coupled with high-reward tagging to
provide an additional estimate of abundance. Each
region has specific habitat features and nuances that
require this multi-faceted approach. Additionally, with
proper calibration, this multilayered approach
provides a means to validate any particular sampling
methodology. Our group strongly believes that
combining habitat-specific estimates from these
distinct but reliable methodologies will provide the
most robust absolute abundance estimate for Red
Snapper in the Gulf.
Red Snapper support one of the most economically
valuable recreational and commercial fisheries in the
Gulf. The stock that was severely depleted through
historical overfishing is now undergoing recovery. In
accordance with the rebuilding plan and mandates
set forth by the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization
Act of 2006, severe restrictions have been imposed,
particularly in the recreational sector, which has led
to increasing conflict between stakeholders and
federal managers. Recent funding made available by
Congress to estimate Red Snapper population size
provides an important opportunity to conduct Gulfwide research to address this controversial issue.
The overarching goal of the proposed research
initiative is to provide an independent estimate of
Red Snapper absolute abundance in the northern
Gulf of Mexico. This work, if successful, will allay
much of the controversy surrounding the contentious
management and build confidence in our
understanding of population dynamics for this
species across their range and distribution.
Specifically, the independent estimate of abundance
derived from the proposed research will be compared
with the estimate from the stock synthesis
assessment model, allowing validation and
calibration of the model. To accomplish this
ambitious task, we have assembled a
multidisciplinary team of the leading fisheries experts
from across the entire U.S. Gulf region and beyond.
These individuals have extensive experience
conducting Red Snapper research and have

produced some of the most robust data sets
available, maintain active research programs, and
are knowledgeable in the intricate sampling
techniques and specific analytical skills needed for
making this difficult population abundance estimation
in locations that are unique from region to region.
The detailed design, proposed methodology, and
resultant estimate of absolute abundance will allow
managers to make the most informed management
decisions concerning this iconic and controversial
Gulf species.

Expected Impacts

The primary benefit of this study is to provide an
independent estimate of absolute abundance for
Age-2 and older Red Snapper in the Gulf by habitat
type that includes artificial reefs, natural reefs, and
unclassified habitats (or unknown/unconsolidated
bottom). This assessment will reduce uncertainty by
providing robust population estimates, leading to
maximum fishery access for stakeholders, and
increase revenue to coastal communities. The
ancillary data gathered such as habitat-specific age,
growth, and mortality will provide valuable
information relevant to sustainable management of
the Red Snapper population. Furthermore,
abundance estimates provided by this research will
decrease much of the controversy surrounding the
contentious management of the fishery and build
confidence in our understanding of the population
dynamics for Red Snapper throughout the Gulf and
among habitat types. Ultimately, population
parameters estimated during the implementation
phase of the design will bolster assumptions of
abundance and other demographic rates used in the
Red Snapper stock assessment model. Thus, the
models can be calibrated and fine-tuned to provide
more defensible estimates of stock status, and allow
managers to make more informed decisions
regarding the Red Snapper fishery. This research
also has tremendous potential to benefit the coastal
communities that rely on revenue generated from the
catch, as well as the angling public that travel to the
coast to fish for Red Snapper. This project will see
the further development and evaluation of methods
for conducting large-scale surveys over disparate
habitats which will improve future surveys. The
spatially explicit abundance estimates will also
provide the basis for investigating spatial
management options in the future.
A key objective of this research initiative is to engage
the Gulf scientific community and other
stakeholders. These partnerships ensure the
resulting estimate of Red Snapper abundance and
data gathered on population dynamics will be used
for comparison and integration into the NOAA Red
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Snapper Stock Assessment. A project of this
magnitude will certainly require meaningful
partnerships with state, Federal, and academic
scientists, the fishing constituents, and end users of
these data. We have worked diligently to directly
engage recreational and commercial fishermen into
the process in a variety of meaningful ways through
a well-developed stakeholder engagement plan. In
fact, these groups have already been involved in this
research process during Phase I by providing advice
and consultation during its development, but are now
formally integrated into this proposal. These
partnerships are important as they inform the
stakeholders about ongoing research in their regions
and, in many cases, create a vested interest by the
public in understanding and conserving our natural
resources. We have several design components that
easily facilitate participation for various stakeholders.
Our research team members are integrated
throughout the fisheries management process and
uniquely suited to facilitate these types of interaction.
List of Key Partners (alphabetical):
• Charter Fisherman’s Association (CFA)
• Coastal Conservation Association (CCA)
• Gulf of Mexico Reef Fish Shareholders’ Alliance
• NOAA Fisheries (SEFSC) – See uncompensated
collaborators
• And many other individuals
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This research initiative addresses one of the most pressing issues currently facing U.S. Gulf of
Mexico (Gulf) fisheries management – estimating the absolute abundance of Red Snapper (Lutjanus
campechanus). This fishery is of iconic stature in the Gulf and supports one of the most economically
valuable finfish fisheries in the region. The popularity of this fishery has led the stock to become severely
depleted through historical overfishing and has been classified as overfished since the first stock
assessment in 1988 (Goodyear 1988; Cass-Calay et al. 2015). The stock is now rebuilding, with full
recovery to the rebuilding targets expected by 2032. In accordance with the rebuilding plan and
mandates set forth by the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act of 2006, increasingly restrictive
fishery regulations have been imposed to all sectors of the fishery. Much of the commercial derby
fishing practices were curbed through implementation of Individual Fishing Quotas. However,
management of the recreational sector remains extremely contentious. For example, since 2007, the
private recreational season has decreased from 194 days to less than 3 days in recent years (Figure 1).
Such restrictive management regulations have led to mistrust between recreational anglers and federal
management and incongruent regulations in
state waters. These conflicts are
compounded with the widely held perception
that certain habitats such as artificial reefs
hold high abundances of snapper, as well as
the general opinion that the overall snapper
stock size is more robust than stock
assessment models suggest (Cowan 2011).
Thus, these uncertainties underscore the
need for a more rigorous scientific
investigation into their population abundance
throughout their range in the Gulf. Thus, the
primary impact of this assessment will be to
allay much of the controversy surrounding
management with more refined population
estimates for this species and an improved
population assessment leading to the best
possible management.
Recent funding made available by
Congress to refine the population estimates
of the Red Snapper stock provides an
opportunity to conduct a Gulf-wide
systematic sampling plan that was not
Figure 1. Depictions of (A) estimated Gulf of Mexico Red
otherwise possible. Our team is well-aware
Snapper spawning potential from 1950 through 2032 (dashed
that an undertaking of this magnitude
line indicates rebuilding target of 26% SPR), (B) estimated age
presents major challenges. Most notably is
composition in 2013 showing a lack of older Red Snapper in
the population, and (C) season length for the private
the lack of detailed mapping for Gulf's nearly
6
2
recreational sector of the fishery from 1990 until 2016.
1 × 10 km shelf. The diversity and coverage
Source: NOAA Fisheries
of habitats that hold Red Snapper is immense
and differs dramatically within and among regions. Within the U.S. Gulf's exclusive economic zone (EEZ),
there are undoubtedly a variety of unknown natural and artificial reef habitats that harbor large
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numbers of Red Snapper. Unknowns such as this complicate and constrain a Gulf-wide study to estimate
Red Snapper population size and dynamics. For example, in addition to an estimated ~27,000 km2 of
rock dominant or subdominant natural surficial substrate, there are myriad manmade reef structures in
the northern Gulf, such as oil and gas platforms (~2,000 and ~20 km2), state permitted artificial reefs
(0.13 km2), and shipwrecks/obstructions (0.74 km2) (Froeschke and Dale 2014). Given the spatial scale
and heterogeneity of habitat within and among the regions, no single sampling technique is appropriate
for enumerating the population across such a wide heterogeneous landscape.
A major challenge facing this scientific assessment is the development of methodologies that
are uniform across most habitat types and regions. Many techniques were developed, thoroughly
described, and vetted by our teams and rigorous peer-review during the Phase I proposal submission
process (Ahrens et al. 2016, Leaf et al. 2016, Powers et al. 2016, and Stunz et al. 2016), and a subset of
these methodologies are further described herein. Certainly, in some cases, an appropriate sampling
method in one region may not be applicable in others (e.g., visibility constraints or unique habitat
characteristics). Recognizing that there is not a “one-size-fits-all” sampling approach for all habitats and
depth strata across the region, our team believes strongly that in specific areas, similar sampling
methodologies may not be appropriate. Nevertheless, we present a rigorous approach to sample these
areas and develop appropriate calibration methodologies for Gulf-wide comparisons. A further
challenge is the directive to ensure that abundance estimates are bound by relatively low confidence
intervals. Preliminary estimates of confidence intervals around the mean population abundance for
many areas known to harbor Red Snapper are very difficult to estimate and frequently unknown. Thus,
sampling in these areas will require initial surveys designed to estimate variability, and refine the most
appropriate sampling methodologies.
We address these challenges for estimating absolute abundance by developing a rigorous twophased approach. First, we will evaluate methodologies where necessary, refine calibration techniques,
and estimate habitat-specific variance estimates where they are currently unavailable to meet the
requirements of the funding request. Together these will allow us to determine the most effective
methods suitable for making accurate and precise abundance estimates. Second, we will then proceed
with a more broadly scaled-up sampling approach using these calibrated techniques and refinement of
our design simulations. The key feature of our design is that it is malleable, thus it can be adapted to
account for the habitat nuances in each Gulf region or sub-region identified here, as well as account for
marginal costs and sampling effort required for these regions and habitat types. This adaptable and
scalable approach will be accomplished through design tools that we have refined from the Phase I
competition and developed specifically for this project.
The overarching goal of the proposed research initiative is to provide an independent estimate
of Red Snapper absolute abundance in the northern Gulf of Mexico. This work will allay much of the
controversy surrounding contentious management issues and build confidence in our understanding of
population dynamics for this species across their range and distribution. Specifically, the independent
estimate of abundance derived from the proposed research will be compared with the estimate derived
from the stock synthesis assessment model used by NOAA Fisheries, allowing validation, calibration, and
further refinement of the model. To accomplish this ambitious task, we have assembled a wellintegrated multidisciplinary team that includes the leading fisheries experts from across the entire Gulf
region and beyond. These individuals have extensive experience with Red Snapper research along with
some of the most robust datasets, ongoing research programs/teams, sampling technique expertise,
and analytical skills available. The detailed design, proposed methodology, and resulting estimate of
absolute abundance will allow managers to make the most informed decisions regarding this
controversially managed species.
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o
o
o
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HA1: Red Snapper abundance is spatially divergent among artificial, natural, and
unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitats.
HA2: Red Snapper abundance and distribution varies by region.
HA3: Red Snapper abundance and distribution varies as a function of depth.
HA4: The current stock assessment may underestimate fish in certain habitats.
HA5: The total absolute abundance estimate derived from this study may not be similar to
the estimate produced from the stock assessment model.

Objectives
1. To estimate abundance and distribution of Red Snapper on artificial, natural, and
unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitat across the northern Gulf;
2. To develop, optimize, and implement a large-scale survey design that can be used for Red
Snapper population estimation and other Gulf-wide population surveys;
3. To ensure the design will result in estimates that will be used for comparison and
integration into the NOAA Red Snapper stock assessment;
4. To archive biological samples for future life history studies of age and growth, fecundity,
trophic ecology, and genetic population structure;
5. To work directly with the Gulf fishing community and engage stakeholders.

3.

Approach

Each region with their specific habitat features has unique nuances that will require a multifaceted sampling approach. Similar to most large research efforts of this magnitude, this large-scale
survey incorporates stratification, whereby the sampling is broken down into strata that can be used to
identify sampling units that vary by region and depth. There are a number of reasons this design is most
appropriate: principally, it allows us to meet our goals and objectives, but also facilitates sampling
logistics and efficiency. Moreover, our stakeholders want to know the absolute abundance of Red
Snapper, but also how the abundance varies spatially (e.g., density or abundance of Red Snapper by
region and habitat type). Thus, this study will stratify the Gulf into regions (Texas, Louisiana, MississippiAlabama, and Florida) and, within each region, into habitat zones defined by depth and bottom type
(artificial reefs, natural bottom, and unknown/unconsolidated bottom; Figure 2). Stratification provides
the specificity needed for stakeholders, and is logistically feasible because tasks can be divided into
manageable units, making it possible to increase precision by accounting for habitat-specific variations
in abundance.
Here, we propose a rigorous design and study to estimate the abundance of age 2+ Red Snapper
in U.S. waters of the Gulf with a prescribed coefficient of variation of 30% using two general approaches:
(1) habitat-specific video- and depletion-based estimates of Red Snapper density scaled to estimate
habitat coverage in the Gulf; and (2) a tagging-based approach. We will use appropriate models for
expansion of habitat-associated abundance to an overall absolute abundance estimate suitable for
integration into the stock assessment process. We propose to use a key suite of sampling methodologies
in a multi-regional approach that are most appropriate for the region and habitat types sampled, as it is
apparent a single sampling method is clearly not capable of providing abundance estimates in all habitat
types. Thus, we will perform visual estimates of Red Snapper abundance across the entire region and
various habitat types using remotely operated vehicle surveys and towed camera arrays (particularly for
unknown/unconsolidated bottom) coupled with active acoustics for calculating fish densities and
validating counts from visual surveys. Bolstering these visual approaches, we will also use wellestablished depletion-based methodologies to provide an additional but comparable estimate of
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abundance. Finally, we will employ a tagging-based methodology in each region using standard markand-recapture techniques coupled with high-reward tagging to provide an additional estimate of
abundance facilitated by stakeholder engagement in the scientific process.
Ultimately, these estimates will be used to arrive at the Gulf-wide estimate of absolute
abundance. Specifically, habitat-specific Red Snapper density estimates will be incorporated into the
stratified sampling model to estimate Red Snapper total population size and CV as each region reports
their density estimates. Determining the variability around this estimate will require integration of
model-based and sampling-based variance estimation methods. Results of calibration experiments will
be incorporated as needed to adjust detectability of Red Snapper (density estimates), for a given
sampling gear. Conceptually, arriving at the GOM-wide absolute abundance estimate takes the form:
̂ = 𝐴 (𝑝1 ∗
𝑁

̂
̂
̂
𝐷1
𝐷2
𝐷3
+ 𝑝2 ∗
+ 𝑝3 ∗ )
𝑘̂
𝑘̂
𝑘̂

where,
A = area of red snapper habitat in the GOM
p1 = the proportion of artificial reef habitat in A
p2 = the proportion of natural reef habitat in A
p3 = proportion of unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitat in A
̂ = mean density of red snapper in artificial reef habitat
𝐷1
̂ = mean density of red snapper in natural reef habitat
𝐷2
̂ = mean density of red snapper in unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitat
𝐷3
𝑘̂ = gear calibration factor.

Figure 2. Schematic flow chart representation of the stratified random design. Each of the 4 regions across the
Gulf is broken down into 3 depth strata (shallow, mid-depth, and deep). Habitat types are broken down into
artificial reef (large and small), natural banks, and unknown/uncharacterized bottom for each depth strata.
Associated with each region, are other natural features in deeper waters on the shelf slope. These may include
salt domes and seamounts that may hold substantial biomass, and will be opportunistically sampled.
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i. Habitat Mapping
The Gulf contains extensive geographic
variability in physicochemical and geological
(substrate) conditions, which creates substantial
differences in habitat types and associated Red
Snapper density across the basin. The
continental shelf in the western Gulf contains
relatively little natural hard bottom structure,
and consists predominately of silt and mud (i.e.,
unknown/unconsolidated classification).
However, interspersed within this area
considered unknown/unconsolidated bottom,
are a number of structured habitat features that
are likely to harbor Red Snapper but coverage
and abundance estimate are largely unknown.
Thus, a major focus of our design is to fully
characterize habitat features in this key area
across the Gulf. As Red Snapper abundance is
thought to be disproportionately related to
structured habitat, it is essential that the
geographic extent and composition of habitat
types are accurately quantified. Thus, the first
step in constructing a robust stratified design
should begin with an exercise in data mining to
Figure 3. (A) Sampling strata used to assign effort to
gather the latest and most comprehensive
estimate the absolute abundance of Red Snapper in the
information on Gulf bathymetry, as well as
northern Gulf. (B) Natural hard-bottom habitat distribution
compile an inventory of all standing and reefed
across strata. (C) Unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitat
with GAM predicted areas of high and low probability of
oil/natural gas platforms, and other artificial
occupancy for Red Snapper.
structures that currently exist in the Gulf. Much
of these data are located with Federal agencies and private industry (e.g., BOEM, U.S. Navy, oil and gas
industry, and other similar sources). For example, BOEM maintains the mapping of deep substructures
on the ocean floor; however, the surface features may be available because they are not typically of
interest to industry but are certainly important for this project. For example, there are approximately
44,000 km of pipelines in the Gulf, and many of these exposed areas at the seabed surface and are
known to harbor Red Snapper. There is also valuable information contained in vessel monitoring system
(VMS) tracks from the commercial Red Snapper fishery. Additionally, our research groups have high
resolution multi-beam and side-scan sonar imagery that will be accessed. These examples demonstrate
the available data that will prove useful for characterizing the areal coverage of different habitat types in
the Gulf. Using these comprehensive data resources, we will be able to calculate the areal extent of
natural hard bottom substrates versus unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitats (i.e., mud/sand), and
quantify the number of existing artificial reef structures. Combining this information with available
physicochemical, geological, and bathymetric information will allow meaningful ecological boundaries to
be drawn across the Gulf, and allow regions to be divided into appropriate geographic and bathymetric
strata serving as the framework for the stratified random design in which the various sampling methods
will occur. Because habitat suitability maps are currently insufficient, a refinement of this mapping data
will be necessary and represents a major undertaking. Our team will work together to compile our
datasets with others into the most comprehensive habitat map available that will serve as a basis for
this proposal and benefit future studies.
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Shelf waters of the Gulf of Mexico (Gulf)
will be divided into strata to assign sampling
effort using a hierarchical structure based on
ecological and management boundaries (state
and federal). Eastern and Western regions will be
split at the Mississippi River, and then further
divided along state lines to create four regional
groups: Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi/Alabama
(the area of the shelf between the Mississippi
River and the Alabama/Florida state line), and
Florida (Figure 3A). Each of these four geographic
regions will then be classified into 3 depth zones
(10-40 m, 40-100 m, and 100-150 m) creating
twelve unique strata (Figure 3A). Within each
stratum, habitat will be classified by type: artificial
structures (artificial reefs, oil and gas platforms,
shipwrecks and other obstructions) as well as the
areal coverage of unknown/unconsolidated and
hard bottom habitat (Figure 3B, Figure 4, Figure
5). Given the large expanses of
Figure 4. (A) Distribution of artificial reefs across the four
geographic boundaries and sampling strata. (B) Standing
unknown/unconsolidated bottom across the shelf
oil and gas platforms. (C): Shipwrecks and obstructions
of the northern Gulf, we will apply a generalized
additive modeling
approach to existing data
(e.g. longline catch data) to
predict the spatial
distribution of high and low
density areas for Red
Snapper, and further
classify this habitat
(unknown/unconsolidated
bottom) into areas of high
and low probability of
occupancy prior to
assigning effort (Figure 3C).
Habitat and
boundary data used in
defining the sampling
strata were obtained from
several sources. State
boundaries in federal
waters were defined by the
Offshore Administrative
Boundaries developed by
Figure 5. Mid-depth (40-100 m) strata from MS/AL showing geospatial distribution and
the Bureau of Ocean
coverage of habitat types as an example of one selected strata that includes areal
Energy Management
coverage of unknown/unconsolidated bottom, natural banks (hard bottom), and the
(BOEM) using the National
count of known artificial structures (oil/gas platforms, reefs, and
shipwrecks/obstructions).
Baseline (Florida) or
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Supreme Court fixed baselines (Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas). The distribution of artificial
reefs in the northern Gulf were acquired from NOAA’s Office of Coastal Management (updated Dec.
2015), while the Automated Wrecks and Obstructions Information System (AWOIS; 2017) was used to
identify the locations of shipwrecks and obstructions. Current locations of standing oil and gas platforms
were obtained from BOEM (2017). For the purposes of this study, we defined hard bottom habitat as
substrates containing at least 1% rock (dbSEABED; Buczkowski et al. 2006, Jenkins 2011) and/or areas
designated as Coral Essential Habitat (Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council, 2003). Depth zones
were derived from bathymetric data obtained from NOAA National Centers for Environmental
Information at a surface area spatial resolution of 90 m.
ii. Sampling Framework
We have developed a stratified random sampling design coupled with robust power analyses for
estimation of Red Snapper abundance that accounts for habitat heterogeneity and aggregation on
preferred habitats. Inherent in the sample design are model assumptions that substantially impact the
estimation of sample sizes required to achieve a population estimate with an associated coefficient of
variation of less than 30%. These unavoidable challenges are apparent for anyone attempting a project
of this magnitude. Nevertheless, adequately meeting these challenges, and developing the most
appropriate design to address these uncertainties is one of the primary objectives in the early phases of
the work proposed, and intended as a data compilation and integration exercise aimed at refining our
current understanding of the spatial distribution of Red Snapper in the Gulf. The integration of multiple
data sources and the refinement of geospatial models will provide a clearer picture of the appropriate
levels of stratification necessary to achieve the greatest reduction in uncertainty. Spatial modeling
combined with our current understanding of the habitat specific variances in snapper abundance, and
the results of preliminary surveys during the method calibration phase, will lead to a more efficient and
robust final sampling regime.
What follows are the current best estimates of the sample sizes required with a clear caveat
that these values will be modified as models are refined and preliminary density estimates along with
the associated variability become available during the testing and calibration phase of the project. We
present sample size estimates for random stratified sampling for artificial structures (artificial) and
assumed inhabited natural hard-bottom (natural), for 4 geographic regions and 3 depth strata (see Table
1 and Figure 3), as well as estimates for simple random sampling of assumed unknown/unconsolidated
natural bottom (uninhabited). The unit of sampling is an artificial structure or a 3 arc second area of
natural bottom. Cost per unit sampled is assumed to be ~$1700 with 6 samples being taken in each day.
The total required sample size (Equation 1) is a function of the desired variance (V), stratum fractions
(wh = Nh/N), estimated stratum variances (sh2), cost (ch) and the total number of sampling units (N). The
desired variance was estimated assuming a population size of 43 million age 2+ individuals and a CV of
30%. The population on artificial reefs is assumed to be a proportion (parti) of the total population and
the total number of sampling units is assumed to be a proportion (pused) of the known hard bottom and
bottom predicted to have a high probability of having Red Snapper. Stratum weights, sample sizes and,
variances can be found in Table 1. Equation 2 is used to estimate stratum specific sample sizes.
(1)
(2)

(∑ 𝑤ℎ 𝑠ℎ √𝑐ℎ ) ∑𝑤ℎ 𝑠ℎ ⁄√𝑐ℎ
𝑉+(1⁄𝑁) ∑ 𝑤ℎ 𝑠ℎ2
𝑤 𝑠 ⁄√ 𝑐
𝑛ℎ = 𝑛 ∑(𝑤ℎ ℎ ⁄ ℎ
ℎ 𝑠ℎ √𝑐ℎ )

𝑛=
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Table 1. Stratum characteristics used to estimate required sample sizes for stratified random sampling. The number of
sampling units (nh) for natural habitat must be multiplied by the assumed proportion of ‘natural’ habitat used by Red
Snapper. wh is the stratum weight and sh2 is the estimated variance in density from previous field observations.

Region
TX

Depth
(m)

10-40
40-100
100-160
LA 10-40
40-100
100-160
MS/AL 10-40
40-100
100-160
FL 10-40
40-100
100-160

Natural
wh
sh2
1696658 0.16 34495
1486109 0.14 21352
169890 0.02 6600
908048 0.09 8287
775565 0.07 5138
359644 0.03 1905
633006 0.06 292291
398819 0.04 1033
48243 0.01 209
2274062 0.22 144673
1145702 0.11 443
663608 0.06 139
nh

nh
130
60
1
120
235
36
1240
237
4
1266
26
1

Reefs
wh
sh2
0.025 5599849
0.011 3340999
2E-04 1071423
0.023 5168120
0.045 3203384
0.007 1187337
0.235 2388706
0.045 2154900
8E-04 504989
0.24 620383
0.005 584704
2E-04 192444

nh
146
82
21
1032
352
44
151
85
9
0
0
0

Rigs
wh
0.028
0.016
0.004
0.196
0.067
0.008
0.029
0.016
0.002
0
0
0

sh2
5599848
3340999
1071423
5168120
3203384
1187337
2388706
2154900
504989
620383
584704
192444

Artificial Reefs
Table 2. Sample size allocation proportion for
The main driver for sample sizes required
suitable natural bottom and artificial structures.
to achieve the desired level of precision for
Area
Depth
Natural
Rigs
Reefs
artificial reefs is the proportion of the 2+ Red
TX
Oct-40
0.1614
0.0414
0.0369
Snapper on artificial structure. Sample size
requirements decline as the proportion of Red
TX
40-100
0.1112
0.018
0.0131
Snapper assumed to be on artificial structures
TX
100-160 0.0071
0.0026
0.0001
increase (Table 3) given the current estimates of
LA
Oct-40
0.0423
0.2813
0.0327
expected variance in density estimates. In a recent
LA
40-100
0.0285
0.0755
0.0504
review of existing literature, Cowan and Rose
LA
100-160
0.008
0.0057
0.0047
(2016) found that the mean number of Red
MS/AL Oct-40
0.1753
0.028
0.2298
Snapper on standing oil and gas platforms in the
MS/AL 40-100
0.0066
0.015
0.0417
western Gulf was 1,884 and ranged from 905 to
MS/AL 100-160 0.0004
0.0008
0.0003
4,632. Assuming a population of 43 million age 2+
FL
Oct-40
0.443
0
0.1195
snapper and 5278 known artificial structures, the
FL
40-100
0.0124
0
0.0024
proportion of the population on artificial structures
FL
100-160
0.004
0
0.0001
would be around 10%. The proportion of samples
allocated among strata is presented in Table 2. Assuming a parti of 10% strata specific estimates of
sample size are presented in Table 3. In several instances, 0 samples are indicated either because
sampling units do not exist within a given strata or the proportion of samples allocated to the strata is
less than 1. While such sample sizes are what is estimated to be optimal given the desired error in the
final estimates, in some instances, the strata specific estimates of variance would be large. Where
possible, larger samples sizes are typically desired to provide a more robust picture of the specific strata.
In instances where sampling units do exist, a minimum of 10 samples may be desired.
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Natural Hard-Bottom Habitat
Table 3. Impact of the proportion of the total population
on artificial structure (parti) and required total sample
The largest uncertainty in the estimation of
size as well as the area specific estimates of required
Red Snapper population size is in the identification
sample size for each stratum assuming a parti of 10%.
of natural bottom areas occupied by these fish. To
date, modeling (e.g., GAMs) has explained only a
Depth
Rig
Reef
small proportion of the deviance in observed
p arti samples Area
snapper catch rates in commercial and recreational
(m) samples samples
gear. Hard bottom mapping has identified close to
TX Oct-40
6
6
9.2 million potential sampling units though many of
0.1
155
TX 40-100
3
2
these units are in south Florida where Red Snapper
0.11
129
TX
100-160
0
0
are sparse. In addition, recent GAM modeling
0.12 109
LA Oct-40
44
5
identifies 6.4 million units where the probability of
0.13
93
LA 40-100
12
8
snapper occupancy is high and 17 million units
0.14
81
LA
100-160
1
1
where the probability is low. An analysis of
0.15
70
MS/AL Oct-40
4
36
commercial observer and scientific survey data
0.16
62
MS/AL 40-100
2
6
indicated the proportion of these habitats occupied
(pused) by red snapper was low (<1%); however,
0.17
55
MS/AL 100-160
0
0
commercial fisheries are thought to preferentially
0.18
49
FL
Oct-40
0
19
target artificial structure and may not be a good
0.19
44
FL
40-100
0
0
indicator of Red Snapper distribution in natural
0.2
40
FL 100-160
0
0
bottom areas. Assuming only 40% of the habitat on
the West Florida Shelf is suitable, and of the remaining
Table 4. Estimated strata sample sizes required
hard bottom and high probability of occupancy habitat
assuming 10% of the population is on artificial
in all areas of the Gulf, if < 20% is occupied, sample size
structures, only 40% of the habitat on the West
estimation indicates that the desired precision can be
Florida Shelf is suitable, and 5%, 10%, 15%, or 20%
of the remaining hard bottom and high probability
achieved within the allotted budget (see Tables A1 and
of occupancy habitat in all areas is occupied.
A2 for total sampling program costs and required
sampling days over a range of parti and pused). Note that
the values presented assume an optimal allocation of
Area Depth (m) 5% 10% 15% 20%
samples. To approximate a proportional allocation, pused
TX
Oct-40
44
175 394
699
should be assumed ~5% higher.
TX
40-100
30
121
271
482
Sample size allocation proportion for suitable
TX
100-160
2
8
17
31
natural bottom are presented in Table 2. Assuming 10%
LA
Oct-40
11
46
103
183
of the population is on artificial structures, only 40% of
LA
40-100
8
31
70
123
the habitat on the West Florida Shelf is suitable, and
LA
100-160
2
9
20
35
10% of the remaining hard bottom high probability of
MS/AL
Oct-40
48
190 428
759
occupancy habitat in all areas is occupied. Optimal
MS/AL
40-100
2
7
16
29
sample allocation indicates a sample size of 1085
MS/AL 100-160
0
0
1
2
samples allocated across strata (see Table A3 for sample
FL
Oct-40
120
481
1080
1919
sizes over a range of parti and pused). Table 4 breaks down
FL
40-100
3
13
30
54
the estimates by strata for a pused of 5%, 10%, 15%, and
FL
100-160
1
4
10
17
20%. While such sample sizes are what is estimated to
be optimal given the desired error in the final estimates, in some instances, the strata specific estimates
of variance would be large. When possible larger samples sizes may be desired to provide a fuller picture
of the specific strata. In instances where sampling units do exist a minimum of 10 samples may be
desired.
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Proportion of Suitable Natural Bottom Occupied

Unknown/Unconsolidated Bottom Habitat
Table 5. Sample size requirement for
random sampling of unoccupied or
Unknown/unconsolidated bottom is presumed to have the
low density natural bottom as a
lowest densities of Red Snapper based on fishery- and scientific
function of the assumed coefficient
survey-relative abundance estimates. However, this habitat type is
of variation in expected density.
likely to constitute the clear majority of the area of the Gulf (~31
million sampling units). Little else is known about the density and
Sample
Sample
CV (%)
CV (%)
variance within this habitat, except that it is expected to be low and
size
size
potentially highly variable. Due to the large spatial expanse of this
20
2
180
144
40
7
200
178
strata, and the expected low detection and densities of Red Snapper,
60
16
220
215
a simple random sampling estimator was applied to determine the
80
28
240
256
sample allocation for this habitat. The bottom longline survey across
100
44
260
300
the Gulf of Mexico was used to provide insight into the potential
120
64
280
348
mean density and variance expected from sampling in this habitat.
140
87
300
400
Catch rates on the bottom longline are best described by a zero160
114
inflated negative binomial distribution. These data have a mean
catch rate of 0.78 Red Snapper per
Table A1. Estimated cost of sampling program in millions of dollars
set with a coefficient of variation of
300% (calculated assuming a
Portion of Population on Artificial Structure
0.1
0.11
0.12
0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19
0.2
normal distribution). Assuming a
0.01 0.57 0.53
0.5
0.47 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.41
0.4
0.39 0.39
longline length of 1 mile with an
0.02 0.63 0.58 0.55 0.53 0.51 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.45
attraction width of 200 meters, this
0.03 0.72 0.68 0.65 0.63 0.61
0.6
0.59 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.57
0.04
0.84
0.81
0.78
0.76
0.75
0.74
0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73
translates into a density of 0.01963
0.05 1.01 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93
snapper per sampling unit. To
0.06 1.21 1.18 1.16 1.15 1.14 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.16 1.17 1.19
0.07 1.44 1.42
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.41 1.42 1.43 1.45 1.46 1.48
achieve a desired level of precision
0.08 1.71 1.69 1.69 1.69
1.7
1.71 1.73 1.75 1.77
1.8
1.83
on the 95% confidence intervals of
0.09 2.02 2.01 2.01 2.02 2.03 2.05 2.08 2.11 2.14 2.18 2.22
30%, the required sample size is a
0.1 2.36 2.36 2.37 2.39 2.41 2.44 2.47 2.51 2.55
2.6
2.65
0.11 2.74 2.75 2.77 2.79 2.83 2.86 2.91 2.96 3.01 3.07 3.13
function of the assumed coefficient
0.12 3.16 3.17
3.2
3.24 3.28 3.33 3.39 3.45 3.51 3.58 3.65
of variation (see Table 5). For total
0.13 3.61 3.63 3.67 3.72 3.77 3.84
3.9
3.98 4.05 4.14 4.23
cost calculation, the coefficient of
0.14 4.1
4.13 4.18 4.24 4.31 4.38 4.46 4.55 4.64 4.74 4.84
0.15 4.62 4.67 4.73
4.8
4.88 4.97 5.06 5.16 5.27 5.38
5.5
variation was assumed to be 200%
0.16 5.18 5.24 5.31
5.4
5.49 5.59
5.7
5.82 5.94 6.07 6.21
or a sample size of 178 sites across
0.17 5.77 5.85 5.94 6.03 6.14 6.26 6.39 6.52 6.66 6.81 6.96
0.18 6.4
6.49
6.6
6.71 6.84 6.97 7.11 7.26 7.42 7.59 7.76
all geographic areas.
0.19
0.2
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25

7.07 7.17 7.29 7.42 7.57 7.72 7.88 8.05 8.22 8.41
8.6
7.77 7.89 8.03 8.17 8.33
8.5
8.68 8.87 9.07 9.27 9.49
8.51 8.65
8.8
8.96 9.14 9.33 9.53 9.74 9.96 10.19 10.42
9.29 9.44 9.61 9.79 9.99 10.2 10.42 10.65 10.89 11.14 11.4
10.1 10.27 10.46 10.66 10.88 11.11 11.35 11.6 11.86 12.14 12.43
10.94 11.13 11.34 11.57 11.8 12.05 12.32 12.59 12.88 13.18 13.5
11.82 12.03 12.26 12.51 12.77 13.04 13.33 13.63 13.94 14.27 14.61
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Proportion of Suitable Natural Bottom Occupied

Table A2. Estimated number of sampling days required.

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.2
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25

0.1
57
63
72
84
101
121
144
171
202
236
274
316
361
410
462
518
577
640
707
777
851
929
1010
1094
1182

0.11
53
58
68
81
97
118
142
169
201
236
275
317
363
413
467
524
585
649
717
789
865
944
1027
1113
1203

Portion of Population on Artificial Structure
0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18
50
47
45
43
42
41
40
55
53
51
49
48
47
46
65
63
61
60
59
58
57
78
76
75
74
73
73
73
95
93
93
92
92
92
92
116 115 114 114 115 115 116
140 140 140 141 142 143 145
169 169 170 171 173 175 177
201 202 203 205 208 211 214
237 239 241 244 247 251 255
277 279 283 286 291 296 301
320 324 328 333 339 345 351
367 372 377 384 390 398 405
418 424 431 438 446 455 464
473 480 488 497 506 516 527
531 540 549 559 570 582 594
594 603 614 626 639 652 666
660 671 684 697 711 726 742
729 742 757 772 788 805 822
803 817 833 850 868 887 907
880 896 914 933 953 974 996
961 979 999 1020 1042 1065 1089
1046 1066 1088 1111 1135 1160 1186
1134 1157 1180 1205 1232 1259 1288
1226 1251 1277 1304 1333 1363 1394

0.19
39
46
57
73
93
117
146
180
218
260
307
358
414
474
538
607
681
759
841
927
1019
1114
1214
1318
1427

0.2
39
45
57
73
93
119
148
183
222
265
313
365
423
484
550
621
696
776
860
949
1042
1140
1243
1350
1461

Proportion of Suitable Natural Bottom Occupied

Table A3. Estimated total sample size required assuming 10% of the
population is on artificial structures, only 40% of the habitat on the
West Florida Shelf is suitable, and 10% of the remaining hard bottom
and high probability of occupancy habitat in all areas is occupied for a
range of parti and pused.

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.2
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25

0.1
11
43
98
174
271
391
532
695
879
1085
1312
1562
1832
2125
2439
2774
3131
3510
3910
4332
4775
5239
5726
6233
6762

0.11
11
44
100
178
278
400
544
710
899
1109
1342
1597
1874
2173
2494
2837
3202
3589
3998
4429
4882
5357
5854
6373
6914

Portion of Population on Artificial Structure
0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18
11
12
12
12
12
13
13
45
47
48
49
50
51
52
102 105 107 110 112 115 118
182 186 190 195 199 204 209
284 290 297 304 312 319 327
409 418 428 438 449 459 471
556 569 582 596 610 625 641
726 743 761 779 797 816 836
919 940 962 985 1009 1033 1058
1135 1161 1188 1216 1245 1275 1306
1373 1404 1437 1471 1506 1543 1580
1633 1671 1710 1750 1792 1835 1880
1916 1961 2006 2054 2103 2154 2206
2222 2273 2326 2381 2438 2497 2558
2550 2609 2670 2733 2798 2866 2936
2901 2968 3037 3109 3183 3260 3340
3275 3350 3428 3509 3593 3680 3770
3671 3755 3843 3933 4027 4125 4225
4089 4183 4281 4382 4486 4595 4707
4530 4634 4742 4854 4970 5090 5214
4993 5108 5227 5351 5478 5611 5748
5479 5606 5736 5871 6011 6156 6307
5988 6126 6268 6416 6569 6727 6892
6518 6669 6824 6985 7151 7323 7502
7072 7234 7403 7577 7758 7945 8139

0.19
13
54
121
214
335
482
656
857
1085
1339
1620
1927
2261
2622
3009
3423
3863
4330
4823
5343
5890
6463
7062
7688
8340

0.2
14
55
124
220
343
494
673
879
1112
1372
1660
1975
2318
2687
3084
3508
3960
4438
4944
5477
6037
6624
7239
7880
8549
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iii. Initial Calibration and Validation of Proposed Methodologies
During the preliminary phase of this project, calibration trials will be conducted and regional
teams will coordinate to refine methods for surveying each habitat type. PIs and Co-PIs have previously
done extensive work on these habitats throughout the Gulf (Patterson et al. 2009; Campbell et al. 2011;
Dance et al. 2011; Gregalis et al. 2012; Patterson et al. 2014, Saari et al. 2014; Ajemian et al. 2015a,
Ajemian et al. 2015b, Simonsen et al. 2015; Dahl et al. 2016, Streich et al. 2017), but not at this largescale. Thus, we have defined an initial phase of this project to allow for: (1) gear calibration and
validation trials, (2) training of staff and standardization of methods across regions, and (3) trial of
estimation models and procedures. The collection of preliminary data to obtain estimates of variance
needed for design decisions and final selection of design parameters is unavoidable but essential for the
initiative. There are several initial design challenges that will be resolved through calibration trials that
are described below.
Direct Count Method Calibration
A suite of direct count methodologies, described in detail below, will require calibration
experiments to help ensure accurate estimates fish density and abundance. These will be conducted in
the Okaloosa C Large Area Artificial Reef Site (OK-LAARS) off Destin, Florida; mean depth = 30 m. This
calibration site was selected due to the typical high visibility (>50 ft) of its waters, relatively high Red
Snapper density, and the fact that the reef sites have not been reported to the public. Calibration
experiments will be designed to estimate the detection probabilities, sampling efficiency, and behavioral
response to the ROV, sonar tow-fish, and towed camera sled on Red Snapper distribution and behavior.
Two main approaches will be taken, with an additional sonar-based approach attempted.
In the first approach, we will employ stereo camera rigs and use the method developed by
Somerton et al. (2017) to estimate Red Snapper position and behavioral changes when the ROV, sonar
tow-fish, or towed camera gear passes nearby. Two stereo camera rigs will be deployed near artificial
reefs in this OK-LAARS system and left for 2 hours for fish to acclimate to their presence. Each of the
sampling gears then will be “flown” or towed past the reef. This process will be repeated at 10 pairs of
reefs. Video collected with the stereo cameras will be analyzed frame by frame to compute the x-y-z
coordinates in Matlab of each Red Snapper individual observed (Williams et al. 2010, 2016). Individual
distance from reef and swimming velocity will be computed based in changes in x-y-z position of
observed fish. Generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) will then be computed to test if fish position or
swimming velocity changes when sampling gear is nearby; individual fish will be treated as random
effects in each model.
The second main approach to examining changes in fish position will be to use high-resolution
three-dimensional (3D) acoustic telemetry to estimate the effect of our sampling gears on Red Snapper
swimming speed and position. An array of 50 Vemco VR2-Tx receivers will be deployed in a cluster of
~20 artificial reef sites within the OK-LAARS. Receivers will be deployed in a 20 km2 Vemco Positioning
System (VPS) array such that tagged fish could be tracked in 3D. Fifty Red Snapper will be tagged with
V9AP tags (inter-ping period = 30 s), which have pressure sensor to estimate depth (z direction; x and y
computed from VPS data) and an accelerometer sensor to measure fish activity. Fish will be captured
with hook and line, tagged externally with V9AP tags, and then lowered to the seabed with a descender
device. Fish will be allowed to acclimate to having tags for 2 weeks prior to flying each of the sampling
gears past reefs. Each gear will be flown by each of the reefs within the array, with at least 0.5 hours
between passes and the order of the gears randomized. Following the experiment, the VPS will be
removed from the seabed, data uploaded, and fish position and activity computed. As above, GLMMs
will be computed to test if fish position or activity are influenced by sampling.
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The third approach will examine changes in fish position or behavior when an ROV or towed
gears are present, and involves a stationary autonomous echo-sounder with multiple upward-facing
transducers. In this approach, upward-facing transducers will be deployed around a given artificial reef
and then either the ROV or a towed gear (camera or sonar tow-fish) flown by the structure. The acoustic
data will be examined to test whether the biomass of fish present redistributes either away from or
closer to the reef in the presence of sampling gears. Each gear will be flown by the reef, with a minimum
of 0.5 hours between passes and the order of gears randomized. Video from the ROV will be examined
to estimate the community structure of fish present on the reef, thus the percent composition of Red
Snapper will be derived. We will attempt to sample at least 10 reef sites with this strategy.
A final calibration approach will evaluate the effect of multiple divers (3 to 4 depending on the
size of the structure) performing the point count method (Bohnsack and Bannerot 1986) on standing
platforms. Each diver will remain stationary in the water column at approximately 30 m depth, and 20 m
from the platform. Counts will last 10 minutes, which each diver making an independent count. The
counts will be averaged across divers to produce a final count. Similar to approach 1 above, stereo
camera systems will be deployed prior to divers entering the water to evaluate the behaviour of Red
Snapper in response to the divers.
Depletion-Based Method Calibration
As requested by the RFP and in our profession judgment, a suite of estimators involving
experimental depletion will be a key component for this project in estimating fish density and
abundance, particularly at local sites (see section III.B.3.iv). These involve the general framework of
repeated cycles of observation (indexing the abundance) and depletion (fishing). We have used indexremoval and depletion methods both individually and in combination (Powers et al. 2016; Powers et al.
unpublished). It is also possible to combine these methods with change-in-ratio methods (using selective
removal) and tagging studies. The mathematics for combining these methods is described in the
literature (Chen et al. 1998; Seber 1982), but field applications to integrate methods are needed to
supplement our prior studies (Powers et al. unpublished). We will conduct field trials to determine if
integrating additional methods into the combined index-removal and depletion estimation scheme is
worthwhile in the sense of increasing precision relative to costs. Unknown/unconsolidated bottom
constitutes a vast area with generally low abundance of Red Snapper. It is probable that vertical line
gear will not be effective in sampling Red Snapper in this habitat type; however, previous work has
demonstrated the utility of standardized bottom longline sampling for capturing Red Snapper across this
habitat type (Karnauskas et al. 2016). We will test the feasibility of bottom longline depletion methods
at this habitat in this calibration phase. The above data give rise to two kinds of inference: what fraction
of the unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitat contains Red Snapper, and what is the average density
of Red Snapper (number/km2) at those sites containing snapper.
As a practical matter, when implementing the indexing and depletion approaches, added
sampling effort at individual sites results in more precise estimates but fewer sites assessed overall (due
to time and cost restrictions). The variance of the total abundance depends both on the number of sites
sampled as well as the precision of the estimates for each site. Thus, we are faced with a tradeoff
between the sampling effort at each site and the number of sites to be visited. In their simplest forms,
the various depletion methods assume constant catchability over time, fish density and reef size. These
assumptions will tested during the calibration and validation phase. Each cycle of index-deplete-index
gives rise to an estimate of catchability; these estimates should not change systematically as more cycles
are completed. To test the constancy of catchability with density and reef size, the methods will be used
at a variety of sites and the catchability estimates will be plotted versus reef size and estimated density
to examine trends. If catchability assumptions are violated, generalized models allowing for variable
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catchability will need to be adopted. Furthermore, the estimation procedure gives rise to a calibration
factor that can be used to convert the indexing information into abundance estimates. Thus, an efficient
approach is to give some sites (i.e. sites known to be occupied by Red Snapper) the full sampling
treatment (absolute abundance estimation from depletion, change-in-ratio, and tagging coupled with
relative abundance estimates from each survey gear) and to collect only relative abundance information
at a large number of auxiliary sites. The experimental design will be optimized by conducting preliminary
calibration and validation trials to collect data on variance and related parameters and then using
simulation to evaluate various design options. Each regional PI will be responsible for the field work in
his region. However, we will have a series of teleconferences to discuss logistical considerations and
other issues that may arise. This will ensure consistency of methods, appropriate training and
standardization of procedures, and comparability of results across the regions.
iv. Direct Count Methods
In-situ abundance, density, and biomass information of Red Snapper on large artificial reefs
(standing platforms, rigs-to-reefs structures, ships), small artificial reefs (concrete pyramids and culverts,
tanks, chicken coops), natural banks (or other large- scale natural habitats), and extensive areas of
unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitat will be estimated using a combination of micro-remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) and active acoustic methods coupled with video-surveys from towed camera
systems. The micro-ROV/acoustic surveys will focus on artificial reef habitats (large and small) and
natural hard bottom habitats. Towed camera and sonar systems will be used to sample large areal
expanses of relatively low relief structure, low relief natural hard bottom areas and the extensive area of
unknown/unconsolidated bottom habitat.
ROV and Active Acoustic Surveys
In the northern Gulf, habitat-specific Red Snapper density has been estimated using modified
point-counts or transects completed with a Video Ray Pro 4 micro-ROV. PIs and Co-PIs have previously
done extensive work on these habitats throughout the Gulf (Patterson et al. 2009; Dance et al. 2011;
Patterson et al. 2014, Ajemian et al. 2015a, Ajemian et al. 2015b, Dahl et al. 2016, Streich et al. 2016),
and final methodologies will integrate proven methods across regions. ROV-based sampling will either
be the transect method described by Patterson et al. (2014) for widely-distributed natural reef habitats,
or the point-count method described by Patterson et al. (2009) for small artificial reefs.
For small artificial reefs, the entire reef (< 3 m vertical relief) can be seen in the video, so a
modified point count (Patterson et al. 2009) can be used to estimate Red Snapper density. In the pointcount method, the ROV is positioned 1 m above the seafloor and approximately 5 m away from a single
artificial reef, is slowly pivoted 360° and then moved to the opposite side of the reef. Once there, it is
repositioned 1 m above the seafloor and approximately 5 m away from the reef and pivoted 360°. The
ROV is flown to 1 m directly above the reef and pivoted 360° to video fishes in the water column above
the reef. Next, the ROV is flown to 10 m above the reef and pivoted 360°. Once all sample segments
were completed, the ROV is flown back down to the reef to observe fishes located on the reef’s surface
or inside the reef structure. An estimate of the reef area included in the video analysis will be
determined to calculate a mean density for these small-scale structures. Due to visibility constraints for
small scale artificial reefs in the northwest Gulf, the addition of acoustic surveys (described below) to
the point-count method, may allow for calibration/validation of these methods.
At natural reef habitats, the transect sampling method involves video sampling a 5-m wide
transect as the ROV moves forward at a rate of approximately 0.5 m∙s-1 along a 25 m long transect. The
width of the transect is controlled by flying the ROV with a camera angle of 45° approximately 1 m
above the seabed given the 116° viewing angle of the camera. Four orthogonal transects are flown over
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the habitat, thus a total area of approximately 500 m2 is surveyed. The distance covered on a given
transect is controlled by flying the ROV with a fixed scope of tether away from a 5-kg weight attached inline to the tether. Transect distance is confirmed with a Tritech MicronNav ultrashort baseline acoustic
positioning system deployed with the ROV.
At very large artificial reefs (e.g., oil/gas platforms), a combination of ROV transect methods
(e.g., Streich et al. 2017) or point count methods in combination with acoustic surveys (Stanley and
Wilson 1997, 2000) will be used to estimate Red Snapper density. Transect methods for oil/gas platform
structures are described in detail by Streich et al. (2017). Generally, 40-m transects (the approximate
length of a toppled rigs-to-reefs structure) will be surveyed. During these transects, the ROV travels
forward at a constant speed along an approximately straight path and maintain a consistent distance
from the artificial structure (e.g., 2-3 m). Multiple transects will be performed at each structure to
account for potential sampling variability, and density is estimated by dividing the Red Snapper counts
by the area surveyed. When acoustic surveys are performed, the point count method described by
Stanley and Wilson (1997) can be used to estimate Red Snapper density. Once the ROV point-count
surveys are conducted, the species composition data are applied to the quantitative abundance
estimates based on the acoustic data. Thus, the combination of species composition from the ROV and
estimate of total fish abundance from acoustics is used to derive fish abundance.
The addition of acoustic surveys to both the ROV point count method and the ROV transect
methods described above will be a useful tool for quantifying the spatial and temporal distributions of
fish communities in these habitats. Such video-based methods provide proven approaches to estimate
community structure, as well as to ascribe
biomass estimates from acoustic data to
observed reef fishes. Groups will use a multifrequency echo-sounder (e.g., Simrad EK-80,
70kHz) and surveys will be conducted with
hull-mounted or towed transducers following
ROV surveys. Depending on habitat of interest,
stationary or towed surveys may be
conducted. Surveys may be configured in
radial patterns (i.e., flower pattern) with focal
features at the intersection of each transect,
ensuring several passes over the habitat of
Figure 6. Example echograms at 38kHz demonstrating the
interest while also providing coverage of farvertical distribution of reef fish associated with artificial (left
panel) and natural reef habitats (right panel) in Florida.
field effects. This design has been successfully
Small scatterers and plankton can be seen and quantified in
used in habitat-specific surveys in the northern
the water column and may serve as an index of prey
Gulf, focusing on standing and toppled oil and
availability and overall small-scale productivity.
gas platform habitats (Simonsen 2013,
Grabowski et al. 2012).
Raw data files collected from calibrated scientific echo-sounders will be processed, viewed and
analyzed in Echoview (Echoview Software, Pty.). The two primary data outputs extracted during
processing are echo integrated estimates of scattering strength in the water column Sv (volume
backscattering strength; in dB) and target strength (TS, in dB). The volume backscattering coefficient (sv),
which is the arithmetic form of Sv [Sv = 10 *log10 (sv)] is derived through standard echo integration
techniques and is considered to be proportional to fish biomass (Simmonds and MacLennan, 2005).
Target strength is often considered to represent fish length (Simmonds and MacLennan, 2005; Boswell
et al. 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012) and is a measure of the cross sectional scattering area (σbs, m2) of an
ensonified target [TS=10 log10(σbs)]. In many cases, echoes from single fish can be detected and
enumerated to derive estimates of target strength and fish density (fish m-3), however in some cases
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individual fish will be too closely spaced and their echoes will overlap in space requiring that echo
integration techniques be used (Sawada et al. 1993; Simmonds and Maclennan, 2005), where sv is scaled
by σbs to derive fish density (MacLennan et al., 2002). These methods will allow us to estimate habitat
specific fish density across all sampled regions in the Gulf (Johnston et al. 2006, Boswell et al. 2008,
2009, 2010).
Given that TS varies predictably by acoustic frequency, fish size, and orientation, we will utilize
the species specific TS models that are currently in development for Red Snapper and other dominant
Gulf reef fish (Boswell unpublished). This will permit the direct comparison of the acoustic response
measured from the echo-sounders with the visual survey methodologies and scale density estimated
based on the proportion of Red Snapper observed with the other methods. An added benefit of this
processing approach is that the video footage collected can be integrated within Echoview to ensure
proper identification of targets and species-specific fish length distributions. Several univariate and
multivariate statistical techniques will be employed to examine the spatial distribution of reef fish
biomass associated with natural and artificial reefs. Previous observations are that reef fish biomass is
more concentrated around artificial reefs and more evenly distributed at more expansive natural reefs
(Figure 6), but we will be able to test that hypothesis in the proposed study.
Towed-Camera Surveys
Density and total abundance for Red
Snapper on large expanses of
unknown/unconsolidated bottom (e.g., open
mud, sand, ephemeral mud features) and hard
bottom (bank) habitats in the northern Gulf will
be estimated using towed camera sleds. Both CFigure 7. TARAS (left) and C-BASS (right) towed camera
BASS (Camera-Based Assessment Survey System)
sleds.
and the lighter weight, portable Deep Ocean Engineering TARAS (Towed Aquatic Resource Assessment
System) camera sleds will be used (Figure 7). Each system is built on modified ROV frames and equipped
with high-definition low color video camera(s), sonar altimeter, LED lights, compass, and scaling lasers.
Both C-BASS and TARAS are attached to a control console on deck with an umbilical cable, allowing for
real-time viewing and video data recording. Onboard computers attached to each system provide 1TB of
storage for video recordings. Both sleds are designed to be towed off the stern of research vessels at a
constant speed and consistent altitude above the seafloor. Survey operations with the lighter TARAS will
be conducted on smaller research vessels, and each of the TARAS systems will be equipped with a 300 m
umbilical for surveying the 10-40 m and 40-100 m depth zones described in the design section. These
two zones account for approximately 90% of the unknown/unconsolidated bottom area being surveyed
in the proposed study, and therefore separate TARAS systems (n = 3) will be operated in the
northwestern (TX), northcentral (LA-AL), and northeastern (FL) Gulf. The larger C-BASS system is
configured with a longer umbilical (500 m) and additional lights/cameras, which makes it suitable for
surveying the 100-150 m zone from a larger research vessel. Both types of towed camera systems are
capable of efficiently sampling large areas, which is critical because the areal coverage of natural
unconsolidated bottom in the 10-150 m depth zone in the northern Gulf represents nearly 200,000 km2
of bottom habitat.
Transect placement on unknown/unconsolidated bottoms and natural reefs will be guided by
geo-referenced multibeam maps of habitat bathymetry when available, following the determined
stratified random design. Upon arrival at a sampling station, C-BASS or TARAS will be initially lowered to
a depth of 10-15 m. Once proper functioning of cameras, other sensors, and communication with the
vessel is established, towed camera sleds will be lowered to the desired towing altitude above the
seafloor (optimally 2-4 m) and towed at approximately 1.0 to 1.5 meters per second (ca. 2 to 3 nautical
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miles per hour) for the duration of the deployment.
Deployment or tow duration for C-BASS or TARAS will depend
upon the complexity and size of the bottom type being
surveyed, but we anticipate that the majority of tows will be
60 minutes, which corresponds to transects of approximately
4-6 km. Hydrographic survey software will be used to record
GPS data, depth, length of umbilical deployed, and heading to
determine camera sled positions for the duration of each tow.
All video footage from C-BASS or TARAS will be analyzed by
first counting and identifying all observed fishes in each
transect. Red Snapper counts will be binned into one-minute
intervals from the continuous video recorded for each
transect. To estimate Red Snapper density from the towed
camera data, the total area viewed during each transect will
be calculated using the average width and length of the
transect for each minute of the survey. Transect width will be
determined by measuring the number of “laser widths” across
Figure 8. Estimated density of reef fish
the width of the field-of-view at various altitudes (Grasty
species along video transects imaged with
2014). Density estimates will then be determined for each
the C-BASS system in the Florida Middle
bottom type (e.g., unconsolidated bottom, hard bottom,
Grounds. Counts are numbers of fishes per
one-minute video sequence. Note highest
unknown structure) observed within a transect, and we
fish densities at the intersections of
assume that bottom type will likely be relatively homogenous
bathymetric features.
across individual transects of unknown/unconsolidated
bottom (Figure 8).
Acoustic scattering intensity of fishes associated with each C-BASS or TARAS transect will be
quantified using a calibrated multi-frequency split-beam fisheries echo sounder (e.g., Simrad EK-80,
70kHz). The purpose of coupling visual surveys from C-BASS or TARAS with echosounder data is to
corroborate counts of fishes from video footage with detected fish echoes observed after data from the
two approaches are aligned into 1-min time-synced bins. Echo-sounders are commonly used to survey
finfish populations by state/federal agencies, and the approach of counting acoustic targets has been
used successfully by PIs of this proposal and other scientists to enumerate the number of fishes on
unconsolidated bottoms or natural banks (Boswell et al. 2010, Grabowski et al. 2012; Zenone et al.
2017). Although counts of fish targets from echo-sounders can be coupled with species composition
data from video surveys to adjust for counts due to sections of the survey with lost visibility, we propose
to exclude counts/densities from 1-min bins or entire transects within a stratum, zone, or region if video
data are compromised or deemed unreliable (i.e. poorly matched with counts from the echo-sounders)
for extrapolating Red Snapper numbers.
Towed camera sleds have been used successfully to survey finfish populations (Jones et al. 2009,
Gallager et al. 2011), and there are multiple advantages to using systems such as C-BASS or TARAS over
other video-based methods such as ROVs, AUVs, or fixed cameras for unconsolidated and/or hard
bottom habitats because it is possible to survey markedly larger areas at a moderate cost (Mallet and
Pelletier 2014). Counts and density estimates are readily obtained with towed camera sleds (Grasty
2014), and both visual and acoustic data from these surveys will assist in further defining bottom types
and identifying unknown or uncharted areas of increased relief or complexity (e.g. natural banks). In
addition, this method can also be applied to a variety of other habitat types including oil or gas
pipelines. Despite their inherent value for fisheries surveys, the primary limitation of this technology is
the visibility constraint in many nearshore and near-bottom environments. For northern Gulf, innerand mid-shelf waters (< 40 m) appear to have a seasonal timeframe with late summer/early fall allowing
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access to clearest water. In response, towed camera
surveys will be conducted during this time of year in this
environment, with surveys in areas of more consistent
water clarity (ca. 40-150 m) occurring over a more
protracted period. Fish avoidance and attraction can
also be problematic for these types of surveys (see
Stoner et al 2008); however, Grasty (2014) reported
that most fish showed a neutral (fish not attracted or
repelled) or a weak negative (fish moves away from
camera system but remains within the camera field-ofFigure X. Example of echogram from Simrad
EK80 echo sounder showing individual fish
view) response to towed camera sleds. The inclusion of
present on natural hard bottom off the
the echo-sounder will allow us to further investigate
Northwest coast of Florida. Inset demonstrates
fish response to the towed camera sleds because the
that individual fish can be enumerated using
transducer will be deployed from the vessel, thus
their acoustic targets
characterizing the number of acoustic targets in
advance of the camera sled passing through the same area.
v. Depletion-Based Methods
The second general approach for estimating population size is to examine how known removal
affects an index of abundance. The calibration factor necessary to convert an index of abundance into
an absolute abundance is estimated within the model rather than as a separate exercise. There are four
basic approaches that use depletion as the basis for population estimation, and these can be combined
in various ways (Chen et al. 1998; Seber 1982). These approaches are: index-removal estimators,
removal estimators, change-in-ratio estimators, and mark-recapture. The experimental design
framework for these methods consists of successive cycles of indexing (e.g., with a camera) and
depleting (e.g., with bandit hook-and-line gear).
(i) Index-removal methods - The index-removal (IR) method uses the change in the catch rate of
fish (an index of abundance) in surveys caused by known removals. When there are two surveys
̂ = 𝑅 𝑐1 where 𝑁
̂ is the
bracketing a known removal R, the population size can be estimated as 𝑁
𝑐 −𝑐
2

1

estimated population size and 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 represent the catch rate of fish in the pre- and post-removal
surveys, respectively. The method also provides an estimate of the catchability coefficient which relates
the survey catch rate to the population size. More generally, this approach can make use of any number
of survey-removal-survey sequences (Hoenig and Pollock 1998).
This method has been used extensively on artificial reefs in the Alabama Artificial Reef Zone
(Powers et al. 2016). In 2016, we conducted a study to determine if the method would work on natural
reefs, where the abundance of Red Snapper is much lower. We found that the method works on natural
reefs but requires more than one cycle of survey-removal-survey (Powers et al. unpublished document).
The IR method has the assumption that the catchability is constant over the sampling events. In any
sequence of two or more cycles of surveying and depleting, one can compare the estimates of
catchability to verify that catchability is not changing.
(ii) Removal methods - The removal method is similar to the index-removal method. It requires
at least two removals. Instead of the removals being fixed by the investigator, they are treated as
random variables that reflect the abundance of the stock and the intensity of the fishing. For example, if
a constant level of fishing effort is used repeatedly, the successive catches should decline due to
2
̂ = 𝑅1 where 𝑅1 and 𝑅2
depletion of the population. With two removals, the population estimate is 𝑁
𝑅2 −𝑅1

are the first and second removals, respectively. Like the index-removal method, this method also
produces an estimate of the catchability coefficient. If three or more removals are made, the estimates
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of the catchability coefficient can be compared to verify the assumption of constant catchability. This
method will be used on natural reefs where poor visibility precludes the use of cameras (e.g., where
there is a prominent nepheloid layer off Texas).
(iii) Change-in-ratio methods - The CIR method looks at how known, selective removals R (e.g.,
of legal size fish) change the ratio (or proportion) of the population in two classes (e.g., sublegal and
legal size). Using this method, an unbiased estimate of abundance can be obtained when there are two
̂ = 𝑅 𝑝1 (1−𝑝2 ) where 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 represent the
surveys bracketing one removal via the equation 𝑁
𝑝1 −𝑝2

proportion of legal-size fish in the pre- and post-removal survey, respectively (Seber 1982, Pollock and
Hoenig 1998). The method can accommodate any number of survey and selective removal cycles and
can also accommodate more than two size classes in the population. This affords the opportunity to test
assumptions about catchability and to minimize problems with the violation of assumptions (Pollock and
Hoenig 1998). In particular, one can conduct a camera survey (to obtain an index of abundance), fish
with bandit gear and remove sublegal-size fish while releasing legal-size fish (so that there is a selective
removal), and then conduct a post-removal cameral survey. The fish that are released can be tagged to
provide more information. This procedure can be repeated with additional selective removals and
surveys. If in some cycles the procedure is switched so that sub-legal size fish are released and legal-size
fish are retained, then it will be possible to estimate the catchability for each of the two size classes
(Pollock et al. 1985).
(iv) Mark-Recapture Tagging - Tagging can be thought of as a special case of change-in-ratio
estimation. In each survey, the proportion of the catch that has tags is noted. The proportion in the first
survey is zero; the fish are tagged and released. In each subsequent survey, the proportion with tags is
noted and then the fish are tagged and released. In effect, depletion occurs on the unmarked population
as fish are tagged and released into the population (see below for more details).
(v) Integrated models - All of the above models can be integrated together for added benefit.
Chen et al. (1998) showed integration is successful for index-removal, removal, and change-in-ratio
methods, and Seber (1982) showed this for change-in-ratio and tagging models. There are two reasons
for integrating the approaches. First, this affords opportunities to test the assumptions of the models by
seeing if there are disagreements among methods. Second, combining methods provides for greater
precision by fully utilizing all information, which may be essential for meeting the precision
requirements around the total estimate of abundance.
Application to artificial reefs
In some regions, such as Mississippi and Texas, artificial reefs are regulated by the State; thus,
there is a comprehensive inventory of public artificial reefs. Consequently, a simple random sample of
reefs can be selected and the population size can be estimated for each reef in the sample. The average
of these estimates (number of fish per reef) can then by multiplied by the total number of reefs to
estimate the total number of fish on all of the artificial reefs combined. It is possible that there are some
private (unauthorized) artificial reefs that do not appear in the official list. These will be subject to
sampling as part of the nondescript bottom stratum. In other regions, such as Alabama, there are public
reefs but also a sizeable number of private reefs whose locations are not known, in general. The
University of South Alabama has gridded the marine waters of the state and over the last five years has
mapped the natural and artificial reefs in a random sample of grid cells covering 14% of the state waters.
Since these are a random sample of grid cells, they can be used as our random sample for estimating the
current population size. The advantage of doing this is that the 14% of the cells have been mapped so
that a random sample of artificial and of natural reefs can be selected.
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Application to natural reefs
The procedure for estimating the population abundances on natural reefs involves an extra step
of measuring the size of the reef. Then we can do an index-removal or depletion study to get the
population size, N. Then we can divide N by the area of the reef to get density, d. Then, we can get a
calibration factor k relating initial CPUE from survey gears to the absolute density: CPUE = k x density 
density = CPUE / k.
Thus, for the reefs we sample, we know our survey CPUE, and we can estimate density. We can
then plot density versus CPUE. We might expect a straight line through the origin with slope = 1/k. We
can compare the residuals from this relationship to the size of the reefs to see if k changes with reef
size. If so, we might need a more complicated relationship, such as a nonlinear model.
We can then use these results for larger reefs. We would fish at randomly selected sites to get
an average initial CPUE and then divide this by k to get average density. The average density multiplied
by the area of the reef would give us the abundance on the reef. This general approach to estimation of
gear detection is the fundamental link between gulf-wide relative abundance surveys and estimation of
absolute abundance by habitat, depth strata, and region.
General procedure for depletion-based methods
After a sample of n sites has been selected, a field survey will be conducted at each site. The
general procedure is as follows:
1) A micro-ROV (e.g. VideoRay Pro 4) is used to provide a video index of abundance at the site. Using a
small artificial reef as an example, the ROV survey proceeds on the bottom within 5 m of the target
feature. Examples of target features sampled with this gear include artificial pyramids, tanks, chicken
coops, cement drums, etc. The ROV heading, depth, range to target, GPS position (for the boat) and
start time of the video are recorded for the feature. Video is recorded for two minutes at the designated
heading (in degrees); then the ROV is flown to the opposite side of the feature for two additional
minutes for sampling as described above (i.e. on the bottom, within 5 m of the feature). The second
heading and range to feature is recorded (~180 degrees from first heading). Finally, the ROV is
positioned ~1 m above the feature for a slow 360-degree spin and a vertical view of the structure. After
recording is complete, the video stop time is recorded. Total time for video recording is usually between
7-10 minutes. For large artificial reefs (e.g., oil and gas platform reefs), a similar roving survey following
Ajemian et al. (2015) can be performed.
2) Using the video recorded from the ROV survey, an index of relative abundance for Red Snapper is
taken to be the maximum number of fish observed in a single screenshot (i.e., MaxN or MinCount). This
minimal estimate of abundance is a standard way of generating an index from video data because it
represents an absolute minimum number of fish at that station while avoiding the issue of double
counting (Bacheler and Shertzer, 2015).
3) A vertical line (bandit gear) survey is then conducted in a standard fashion. The research vessel is
equipped with three vertical line reels, loaded with 167 m of 300 lb test monofilament that terminates
in a 6.5 meter monofilament backbone. At the bottom of each line is a 4 kg weight. A mono backbone
(400 lb test) is assigned a hook size (Mustad 39960D 8/0,11/0, and 15/0) and attached to a mainline via
a snap swivel. Each gangion (100 lb. test, twisted) is 45 cm in length with its 10 assigned circle hooks and
all three backbones are fished on site to address hook selectivity. Gangions are spaced equally (60 cm
apart) along the 6.5 meter backbone. All hooks are baited with Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus)
cut to fit hook size. The line remains attached to the vessel during a 5 min soak time while the boat is
held on station. This gear configuration and sampling procedure described above have been adopted by
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NOAA SEAMAP as a standardized method for vertical line sampling throughout the Gulf. Further details
can be found in the SEAMAP vertical line manual (SEAMAP 2013). The entire catch is retained to deplete
the population, each fish is measured, and otoliths are removed from the fish for determining the age
composition of the population. The relative abundance from the ROV survey, as well as the CPUE from
the first survey pass with the bandit gear are divided by the absolute density estimate at the site from
depletion/change-in-ratio/mark-recapture models to estimate the calibration factor for the gears.
4) The ROV video survey is repeated as in (1).
5) Steps 1-3 can be repeated as many times as necessary to achieve the desired level of precision.
vi. Tagging Studies
We will also use high dollar reward tagging studies to improve precision of Red Snapper
abundance estimates on artificial and natural reef habitats in selected areas that have high Red Snapper
density. Improving the precision of abundance estimates and gear calibration factors for these areas is
expected to increase precision of the total abundance estimates for the northern Gulf by providing an
additional estimate of abundance that can be compared with estimates obtained using alternative
methods (e.g., change in ratio, depletion). We will use the directed recreational fishing season as an
opportunity to engage with recreational anglers in recapturing fish from areas in which tagged fish were
released. Tag returns and estimates of catch and harvest from participating anglers will be used in a two
sample closed population abundance estimator. We will also expand these relatively small-scale
abundance estimates to areas in which tagging did not take place by using reported catch rates from
participating recreational anglers corrected by estimates of catchability from tagging areas.
We will carry out a single scientifically-based tag release in 2018 by releasing tagged fish into the
population immediately prior to the opening of the Federal recreational fishing season. Because of the
short duration of the recreational fishing season, commercial harvest, emigration, and natural mortality
can be assumed negligible. We will choose sites for tagging that are large enough that we can assume a
closed population with respect to movement, but small enough that we can tag a large enough fraction
of the population to facilitate the desired level of precision in the abundance estimates from these
areas.
All tagged fish, as well as those caught during depletion studies, will also have fin clips taken for
possible later use in genetic tag-recapture studies. Fin clips (~1 cm2) will be taken from all individuals;
size, tag number (when applicable), location of procurement (latitude and longitude) and environmental
variables (e.g. temperature, salinity, etc.) will be recorded. All tissues will be stored in thermally stable,
salt-saturated, 20% DMSO storage buffer (Seutin et al. 1991). Tissues will be archived in the laboratories
of Co-PI Portnoy (western Gulf) and Sailant (eastern Gulf) and each tissue will receive a unique
alphanumerical identifier that can be linked to a relational database containing all metadata associated
with Gulf-wide sampling.
Reward tagging studies rely on anglers to report the capture of tagged fish, and this represents
an ideal opportunity for stakeholder engagement. We will employ a high-dollar reward approach so that
the reporting rate of recaptured fish by anglers can be assumed to be 100% or very nearly so. Anglers
will receive a reward of $250 for reporting the capture of a tagged fish. We anticipate that this reward
amount will elicit a 100% reporting rate based on inflation-adjusted estimates from previous studies
(Nichols et al. 1991; Denson et al. 2002; Taylor et al. 2006; Sackett and Catalano 2017). In addition to tag
reports from anglers, we will also obtain data from them on the number of fish that were captured and
inspected for tags to satisfy the requirements of the two-sample abundance estimator.
High dollar tagging studies will be employed only in areas with existing inventories of natural
and artificial structures as obtained from side-scan sonar surveys or other means. We will identify three
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such sites in each of the four large-scale spatial strata across the northern Gulf of Mexico (12 total sites).
Structures on which to tag fish will be randomly selected from inventory lists of structures from sidescan sonar images or published lists of waypoints from within each of the sites. Selected sites may fall
into the following categories depending of what is available in each spatial stratum: (1) a 10 km X 10 km
site that contains very high densities of artificial reefs interspersed with barren sand habitats, (2) a large
oil platform or shipwreck, and/or (3) a high relief natural reef. Focusing on these areas with high
densities of angling effort, high-relief bottom structure, and presumably high Red Snapper densities will
ensure that sufficient numbers of Red Snapper can be captured, tagged, and released efficiently and
also so that tagged fish can be distributed throughout these high density study areas. We will tag fish
only in depth zones that do not exceed 30 m to reduce barotrauma and therefore tagging mortality and
to ensure that these sites are close enough to shore to elicit high effort rates from participating anglers.
Regional science teams will tag a target of 1,000 fish per site for a total of 12,000 fish tagged and
released (4 spatial strata*3 sites/stratum*1,000 tags per site). Fish will be tagged on artificial and
natural structures only; thus, the exploitation of marked fish and abundance estimates will pertain only
to fish located on those structures. We will assume that movement of tagged fish from structured
habitat release areas to unstructured habitat within each site will be negligible over the short timeframe of the study. Structures for tagging will be randomly selected within each site and fish will be
tagged in proportion to abundance across these structures by fishing with vertical line gear for a fixed
amount of time. Fish will be tagged with individually numbered 150-mm long dart tags. The reward
amount along with instructions for removing the tag and phone and email contact information will be
printed on each tag. Tagged fish will be released using methods known to minimize post-release
mortality (Curtis et al. 2015, Williams et al. 2015). Tagging will take place during a one-month period just
prior to the opening of the Federal directed Red Snapper recreational fishing season. Tag loss will be
estimated by double tagging 30% of tagged Red Snapper. Tag loss rates can then be inferred from the
proportion of double-tagged fish that are reported as harvested with only one tag remaining.
Recaptures will be obtained from anglers that have agreed to participate in a directed fishing
effort to obtain recaptures for the two-sample abundance estimate. Stakeholder Engagement efforts
will communicate to anglers the opportunity to participate in the abundance estimates. A portion of
participating anglers will be directed to fish within each of the 12 sites while additional anglers will be
free to fish outside of the sites. Anglers will be provided with data sheets and instructions on how to
record data from their fishing trips. Anglers will be instructed to record the amount of time spent
fishing, number of anglers or lines fishing, the number of fish captured and inspected for tags, the
number of tags recovered along with tag numbers, and the geographic coordinates (latitude/longitude)
of their fishing activity.
Age-specific abundance at each site will be estimated using a two-sample mark recapture
estimator for closed populations. We will use a multinomial model that uses a Bayesian estimation
approach via MCMC sampling. The Bayesian approach will facilitate the propagation of uncertainty in
literature-based tagging mortality estimates by formulating informative prior distributions for tagging
mortality rates. Tagging mortality estimates will be taken from ongoing studies by the research teams at
the Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi (Curtis et al. 2015) and University of Florida and from
published meta-analyses of tagging mortality of Red Snapper (Campbell et al. 2014), and calibrated to
water depth at the point of release for each fish. The model will assume a multinomial sampling
distribution for the four possible observed fates (marked but not recaptured, marked and recaptured,
captured without a tag by anglers, never captured) for each age class of tagged fish. The model will
estimate the age-specific abundance of Red Snapper and the age-specific capture probability for each
sampling occasion (marking and angler recapture). Capture probability will be modeled as a dome
shaped or sigmoidal function of fish age. The number of fish released of each age class will be modeled
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probabilistically using existing age-length models. Tag retention rates will also be estimated by
constructing separate likelihoods for single and double-tagged fish.
We conducted statistical power analyses to estimate the expected coefficient of variation of
these abundance estimates. For the power analysis, we used a simple unstructured two sample
estimator with no assumed tagging mortality, no tag loss, and no age structure. If we assume these
selected sites will contain approximately 10,000 – 50,000 Red Snapper, then tagging of 1,000 Red
Snapper at each site would result in a marked fraction of 2 – 10%. We will aim to assemble 100
participating anglers for each site. If we can expect each angler to capture 10 Red Snapper, then
inspection of those 1000 fish should result in 20 – 100 recaptures per site. Under this scenario, the CV of
the resulting abundance estimates would range from 9 to 20%. Accounting for tag loss, tagging
mortality, and age composition will likely reduce the precision of these estimates to a CV near 30%.
We will scale up estimates of abundance from the 12 selected sites to other similar areas at
which no tagging occurred. We will do so by dividing catch rates of participating anglers fishing in areas
outside of tagging sites by estimates of catchability from the tagging sites. Catchability will be estimated
by dividing angler catch rates by abundance estimates at each of the 12 tagging sites. Uncertainty in
catchability will be estimated from the distribution of estimates across the 12 sites and will be
propagated into the catch-rate based abundance estimates. These estimates will be scaled based on site
area and the density of high relief bottom structure in the areas of interest located outside of the
tagging sites.
vii. Stakeholder Engagement
Having many of the investigators heavily engaged in the management process will ensure the
resulting estimate of Red Snapper abundance and data gathered on population dynamics will be used
for comparison and integration into NOAA’s Red Snapper Stock Assessment. A project of this magnitude
will require important stakeholder partnerships with state, Federal, and academic scientists, other
federal and state partners, and end users of these data. In fact, these groups are already very involved in
this research process by providing advice and consultation during its development.
We have also worked diligently to directly involve recreational and commercial fishermen into
the process is a variety of meaningful ways through a well-developed stakeholder engagement and
outreach plan (see “End-users, Partners, and Co-Sponsors” section below for details) These relationships
are paramount in allaying some of the management controversy, especially when these groups are
directly integrated in the project as proposed here. The most effective management plans develop
synergist relationships and collaborations between scientists, resource managers, and stakeholders, and
we have actively done that here. Involving fishers in the research process increases buy-in of science
and management while building trust among fishers and scientists (Johnson and van Densen 2007).
Conversely, failure to adequately transfer scientific findings to fishers exacerbates their lack of trust in
science and the management process (Dedual et al. 2013). Indeed, widespread discontentment
regarding the current management of Red Snapper in the Gulf of Mexico has led to the development of
the current proposal. To bridge this divide and ensure that the findings from this research reach the
broadest possible audience, we’ve developed an engagement/education/extension strategy designed to
ensure the fishing community, resource managers, and all interested stakeholders are informed and
updated regularly throughout the project. Specifically, our strategy is composed of three phases:
 Phase 1: Introduction to the Research Approach. The primary product from Phase 1 will be a short
(1:30 – 2:00 minute) videos and documents detailing components of the research approach
including objectives, areas sampled, gears used and analyses conducted. This video will be
distributed widely among fishing forums (e.g. TheHullTruth), Facebook Pages (e.g. National and
State CCA, academic and research institutions), and traditional websites. (e.g. Mississippi
Department of Marine Resources, and Alabama Marine Resources Division). Accompanying this
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introductory video will be a longer video (4:30 – 6:00 minute) describing in more detail the problem
and our proposed solution. A key component of these instructional material will be how everyday
anglers or commercial fishermen can become involved with this initiative.
Phase 2: Gulf-wide Workshops. We will also develop and lead in-person workshops. The design,
planning and implementation of these workshops will be in collaboration with regional SeaGrant
Education and Extension agents, thus capitalizing on the region-specific expertise of these partners.
Working with regional groups to tailor specific concerns of local stakeholders, while still presenting a
consistent message across the Gulf of Mexico. Given that the biological, ecological and sociological
aspects of the Red Snapper fishery vary through the Gulf, partnering with key groups that are doing
outreach and who are knowledgeable in this regard will be critical to the success of these
workshops.
Phase 3: Summary of Findings. Like Phase 1, findings from the research project will be synthesized in
plain language in a short (1:30–2:00 minute) video, with more details included in a longer version
(4:30-6:00 minutes).

Expected Benefits

The primary benefits of this study is to provide an independent absolute abundance estimate of
Age-2 and older Red Snapper in the Gulf by habitat type including artificial reefs, natural reefs, and
unknown/unclassified bottom. This assessment will reduce uncertainty by providing robust population
estimates, lead to maximum fishery access for stakeholders, and increase revenue to coastal
communities. This is a large-scale survey using novel, integrated sampling approaches. The scientific
approaches to surveying a widespread species occurring in diverse habitats, such as Red Snapper, will be
advanced by the development, implementation and evaluation of results obtained. But the task is
daunting, because the methods have been used previously in simplified form for small-scale projects.
Here, they will be generalized and integrated into a larger modeling framework and applied over an
unprecedented area of study, both in size and complexity.
This complex study addresses one of the most controversial issues currently facing fisheries
management in the U.S. Gulf – estimating absolute abundance of Red Snapper. But this is not a new
problem—it existed in the early 1980’s. The practical benefit is that an independent estimate of
abundance of age-2 and older Red Snapper will provide valuable information relevant to sustainable
management of the Gulf Red Snapper population. Potential secondary benefits from this work are
estimates of Red Snapper growth, mortality, site fidelity, and population connectivity, as well as habitatspecific e reef fish community structure across the northern Gulf. But we are not naïve, and conflict and
skepticism in the fishery is high. As such, we will endeavor to produce the most scientifically defensible
results by the most widely respected research team in the Gulf to allay the controversy concerning the
management of the fishery. With a robust estimate, a major benefit will be confidence in our
understanding of the population dynamics for Red Snapper throughout the Gulf and among habitat
types will increase. Ultimately, population parameters estimated during the execution of the study will
either challenge assumptions of made in the current Red Snapper stock synthesis assessment model
(e.g., natural mortality), or will be compared to estimates computed with the model (e.g., population
abundance). In this way, the stock synthesis model can be calibrated to provide the best estimates of
stock status. This will then allow managers to make the most informed decisions regarding the Red
Snapper fishery in the Gulf. This research also has potential to significantly benefit the coastal
communities that rely on revenue generated from the catch and the angling public that fish for Red
Snapper. For example, given the comprehensive nature of the proposed survey (i.e., surveying all
habitats within a similar timeframe and devoting additional effort to unknown/unconsolidated bottom),
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the resulting estimate of abundance could be higher than the estimate from the stock assessment
model. In this scenario, additional days may be added to the recreational season length thereby
increasing access to fishery and increasing revenue to coastal communities. However,it is also possible
that the abundance estimate we make could be comparable or lower than that which the stock
assessment predicts. Nevertheless, it is our hope that given this expert team and complete of a rigorous
design/study the outcome will be accepted and the controversy diminished, and this would be the
largest benefit of all.

D.

End-users, Partners, and Co-Sponsors

A primary end user of the estimates will be stock assessment scientists at the Southeast
Fisheries Science Center (SEFSC), the Southeast Regional Office (SERO), the Gulf Fishery Management
Council (GMFMC), and the Science and Statistical Committee (SSC) of the Council. There is a wealth of
opportunity and potential for these relationships to develop during the implementation phase. The
design offers many avenues to facilitate this process. For example, the final implementation design will
fully involve representatives from the SEFSC assessment team and the SERO office. This will open a line
of communication and ensure the outcome of the study will generate parameters are suitable for
integration into current stock assessment in a meaningful way.
Our research team is uniquely suited to facilitate this type of interaction during the
development of this design given our active involvement with the fishery management process. Our
design was developed with these outcomes in mind – to produce a useable product for stock
assessment. For example, three of the PIs participate with the Gulf Council’s management committees.
Co-PIs Patterson, Powers, and Drymon are members of the SSC (Co-PIs Powers and Patterson are former
Chairs) and PI Stunz serves on the GMFMC and is a former SSC member. Co-PI Cowan was chairman of
the reef fish stock assessment for more than 12 years, and on the SSC for 11 years. PI Lead and CoInvestigator Curtis serve on GMFMC Advisory Committees. Thus, our team is acutely aware of and
integrated the management process and can facilitate the transfer of information to be incorporated
into the Red Snapper stock assessment. While not directly involved in the technical aspects of scientific
data collection, constituents’ participation represents a strategic engagement opportunity between the
scientific/management community and Gulf stakeholders. In our opinion, developing these relationships
during the implementation phase is critical. Our team of investigators routinely partners with willing and
enthusiastic individuals (citizen scientists) to help collect meaningful data that would otherwise be too
expensive or time-intensive to obtain.
These partnerships are important in not only informing the general public about ongoing
research in their community but, in many cases, creating a vested interest by the public in
understanding and conserving our natural resources. We have several design components that easily
facilitate participation for recreational and commercial anglers. The primary component of this design
that includes stakeholder engagement is the high-reward tagging study that will be performed regionally
throughout the Gulf. While scientific tagging during the initial fishing effort is imperative, recapture of
the fish is not. Thus, we will rely on commercial and recreational anglers to catch and report tagged fish.
To ensure high reporting, we will heavily incentivize reporting of these captured fish with high monetary
rewards, which has been very successful in other studies. Moreover, we will charter both commercial
and for-hire vessels for many aspects of our studies (see support letters). Certainly, a major benefit
from this involvement is the fishing community becomes engaged in the study, and thus the fishery.
Comprehensive awareness campaigns that will be developed for the high-reward tagging study also
offer the opportunity to engage the general and angling public about this study. This involvement will
allow citizens and regional consortia to provide key support in obtaining accurate and precise Gulf-wide
abundance estimates.

This consortium will bring together extensive research capabilities of 25 investigators with many years of
experience in studies on Red Snapper and more generally, fish ecology, and management of Gulf
fisheries. Investigators have experience with methodologies and analyses contained in this proposal and
have some of the most capable laboratories and equipment necessary for conducting the research.
There is a minimal ramp-up phase for this study, and given that the vast majority of this team is already
working in this system on Red Snapper, those ongoing activities will facilitate effective and timely
completion of this study. The research consortium assembled for this project also has an extensive
publication record in primary research literature, strong grantsmanship, and successful record of
administering federal funds (productivity, timely reports, adhering to budget guidelines, etc.).

PI Stunz is the Endowed Chair of Fisheries and Ocean Health at the Harte Research Institute for Gulf of
Mexico Studies (HRI) at Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) and a Professor of Marine
Biology. As the consortium leader, Dr. Stunz will be in charge of overall project oversight, coordination
among regional/design CO-PIs, field sampling off South Texas, and dissemination of findings. A
designated Program Coordinator (TBD) will also work directly for PI Stunz to ensure sub-awardee
administrative requirements are met, and assist with regional coordination.
Western Gulf (Texas)
Co-PI Rooker is a Regents Professor and McDaniel Chair of Marine Fisheries at Texas A&M University at
Galveston (TAMUG). As lead PI for the western Gulf off Texas, Dr. Rooker will oversee project
management in the region including coordination of field sampling, data analysis, and dissemination of
findings. Co-PI Wells is an Assistant Professor at TAMUG with expertise in Red Snapper life history and
habitat use in the northern Gulf. Dr. Wells will work with Co-PI Rooker to oversee and conduct field
sampling, data analysis, and dissemination of findings off North Texas. Co-PI Portnoy is an Assistant
Professor at TAMU-CC with expertise using molecular techniques to address issues important to
management of long-lived marine species. For this consortium, Dr. Portnoy will be responsible for
acquisition, storage and archiving genetic tissues and DNA for future genetic mark-recapture analyses.
Collaborator Investigator (CI) Curtis is an Assistant Research Scientist at HRI/TAMU-CC. Dr. Curtis has
expertise in fisheries ecology, population dynamics, and tagging methods, and will assist with field
sampling and data analysis. He will be essential for day-to-day operation of the study, liaison among
regional scientists and study partners. CI Streich is a Postdoctoral Research Associate at HRI/TAMUCC.
Dr. Streich has expertise in studies estimating habitat-specific abundance, age, and growth of Red
Snapper and will assist with field sampling, data collection, and analysis. CI Liu is an Assistant Professor
at TAMUG with expertise in fish population dynamics and quantitative fisheries research. He will assist

with statistical and numerical modeling for population estimates from surveys conducted in Texas. CI
Dance is a Postdoctoral Research Associate at TAMUG with expertise in marine fisheries ecology and
ecological modeling, habitat mapping, and visual surveys, and will assist with field sampling.
Western Gulf (Louisiana)
Co-PI Cowan is a Professor of Marine Fisheries Ecology at Louisiana State University (LSU). Dr. Cowan
will oversee project management in the region including coordination of field sampling, data analysis,
and dissemination of findings. Co-PI Falterman is a Fisheries Biologist with the Louisiana Department of
Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) oversee sampling and tagging in Louisiana.
Eastern Gulf off Mississippi/Alabama
Co-PI Powers is a Professor and Chair of Marine Sciences at the University of South Alabama and a
Senior Marine Scientist at the Dauphin Island Sea Lab (USA-DISL). As lead PI for the Eastern Gulf off
Mississippi/Alabama, Dr. Powers will oversee project management in the region including coordination
of field sampling, data analysis, and dissemination of findings. Co-PI Drymon is an Assistant Extension
Professor at Mississippi State University with expertise in marine fisheries ecology. His principle role will
be coordinating field sampling and contributing to Stakeholder Engagement. Co-PI Catalano is an
Assistant Professor at Auburn University with expertise in fish population dynamics. Dr. Catalano has
extensive experience with tagging studies, and he will provide guidance for the tagging component of
this project. Co-PI Leaf is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Coastal Sciences at the University
of Southern Mississippi (USM). Dr. Leaf has expertise with statistical modeling, and will assist with data
analysis and field sampling in the region. Co-PI Salliant is an Associate Professor at the USM with
expertise in conservation genetics and will coordinate acquisition and archiving of genetic tissues.
Eastern Gulf (Florida)
Co-PI Patterson is an Associate Professor of Marine Fisheries Ecology at the University of Florida (UF). As
lead PI for the Eastern Gulf off Florida, Dr. Patterson will oversee project management in the region
including coordination of field sampling, data analysis, and dissemination of findings. Co-PI Murawski is
a Professor and Peter Betzer Endowed Chair of Biological Oceanography at the University of South
Florida (USF). He will oversee sampling of unknown/unconsolidated bottom and other habitat types
across the northern Gulf of Mexico using the advanced C-BASS platform developed at USF. Co-PI
Boswell is an Assistant Professor at Florida International University with expertise in fisheries
hydroacoustics. Dr. Boswell will guide hydroacoustic sampling efforts in the eastern Gulf. Co-PI Lecours
is an Assistant Professor of Marine Remote Sensing and Geospatial Analysis at UF and will assist with
habitat mapping and spatial data modeling for the consortium.
Design Team
Co-PI Ahrens is an Assistant Professor of Quantitative Fisheries and Stock Assessment at UF, with
expertise in quantitative assessment models aimed at improving the management of natural
populations in the face of uncertainty. Co-PI Hoenig is a Professor of Marine Science at the Virginia
Institute of Marine Science with expertise in fisheries stock assessment. He currently serves on the
Science and Statistics Committee of the Caribbean Council, and previously served on three other fishery
management councils. Together, Co-PIs Ahrens and Hoenig will oversee development of the overall
sampling design, gear calibration studies, and data analysis. Co-PI Stokes is a Professor and Chair of
Statistics at Southern Methodist University with expertise in capture/recapture statistical analysis and
works extensively with the Marine Recreational Information Program. Dr. Stokes will provide advice on
the tagging component of the project as well as subsequent analysis of data. Co-PIs Walter, Lauretta,
and Campbell are research biologists with NOAA Fisheries and bring extensive expertise in survey design
and stock assessment of Red Snapper. They will serve as uncompensated external collaborators,
providing guidance during the development and implementation of the overall design. As federal
employees, they are not allowed to be compensated. Nevertheless, their expertise and willingness to
participate is of high value to this project.

The current Sea Grant RFP requires we submit “a 2-page description of how an additional $10
million in funding, pending FY17 appropriations, would be used to improve the [Red Snapper]
abundance estimate.” We are excited about this opportunity, because it will allow us to further the
science generated here. This funding opportunity became more concrete when the FY17 federal budget
was signed into law on May 5, 2017, and those funds were appropriated for additional work regarding
this initiative. There is additional language directing NOAA Fisheries to count fish on petroleum
platforms and artificial reefs and to include those counts in future stock assessments. From the budget
language, which indicates “up to $10 million” would be available for this work and the apparent
inclusion of other reef fish species beyond Red Snapper, it is unclear exactly what level of funding may
be available in the FY17 federal budget to conduct additional Red Snapper population estimation
research. However, our understanding is substantial funding should be available to estimate Red
Snapper population abundance beyond that which is described in the current proposal. Certainly, the
findings from this current study that has not begun would direct the needs for future work. However,
based on our current knowledge we propose the most appropriate use of those funds would be to
improve our estimates of Red Snapper abundance in three main ways: (1) to increase sample sizes for
habitat types or depth strata that may have higher than predicted Red Snapper population variances,
and expand effort to increase precision for the overall population estimate; (2) to conduct additional
calibration experiments based on needs that become apparent during sampling cruises and data analysis
in the current study; and, (3) to perform a genetic tagging mark-recapture study to produce an
additional estimate of Red Snapper population size.
Three different rounds of simulations will have been conducted to estimate video-based,
depletion, and conventional tagging sample sizes by the time field sampling commences in spring 2018.
The first round of simulations occurred during the design phase of this program (Ahrens et al. 2016,
Stunz et al. 2016). The second round has occurred in the process of writing this proposal, and yet a third
round will occur in early fall 2017. During each phase, increased resolution and scope of data inputs
have or will have resulted in refinements in our knowledge of the sampling frame, as well as in habitatand depth stratum-specific mean Red Snapper density and variance. Therefore, by the time the field
component begins, we should have the best scientific information available to produce population size
estimates with the prescribed coefficient of variance (CV) of 0.3. We suspect, however, that despite our
best efforts, there is the potential to underestimate the variance in some habitats or depth strata. If that
is the case, a second round of funding would enable us to allocate additional samples to decrease
variance estimates and meet the CV target of 0.3. Repeating the sampling survey will also allow
measurement of the change in population size from one year to the next; as, a current disadvantage of
the timeline for this RFP restricts longer-term assessments of inter-annual variability. This will provide a
further validation of the assessment by verifying the population estimates and mortality rates.
The second way in which another round of funding may be used to improve Red Snapper
population size estimates is via additional calibration experiments that will be informed by the first
phase of this study. While additional samples may improve the precision of our Red Snapper population
estimate, increasing sample size may not affect the accuracy of the estimate. However, if we estimate
fish to be positively or negatively reactive to our sampling gears, or we otherwise perceive a given
approach to have a bias we did not anticipate or account for at the outset, then calibration or
detectability experiments could be designed to quantify and correct those sources of bias. We describe
several calibration and detectability experiments in the current proposal, but results from our initial
round of sampling and analysis may reveal additional ways in which experiments should be conducted
to quantify and mitigate potential bias in population estimates.
Lastly, we would use a second round of funding to produce yet another estimate of population
size that is based on genetic tagging. This would be a valuable independent estimate to validate our
result, but it would also build upon the genetic data archive of samples that would be collected during

this study at very minimal costs to the project. Ahrens et al. (2016) described a genetic tagging study,
along with sample size estimates and associated costs, to estimate Red Snapper abundance, and the
scope and expense of such a study would be well within the second round of Red Snapper funding
included in the FY17 budget. Advantages of genetic tags are that they are natural and permanent, thus
cannot be shed or disposed of like conventional tags. They also can be recovered from a fully processed
carcass. Genetic marks also are transmitted from parent to offspring, making it possible to estimate the
number of breeding individuals (as opposed to the total number of individuals) by marking potential
breeders and sampling subsequent groups of recruits. Finally, while both conventional tags and genetic
marks can be used to examine contemporary movement, genetic marks may also be used to assess longterm connectivity, effective population size, and aspects of local adaptation. The ability to address this
last set of questions would require a higher diversity or greater number of molecular markers than
would be necessary for genetic mark recapture alone. However, the benefit of simultaneously collecting
additional genomic data useful for fisheries management is high relative to the minimal costs associated
with examining a greater number of molecular markers, such as with a single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) approach.
We describe in the body of this proposal how we will take fin clip samples from all Red Snapper
handled and released during this initial study phase, and the molecular techniques to analyze SNPs and
develop unique individual genetic markers have already been published by co-PIs Portnoy and Saillant.
Therefore, much of the groundwork will have been laid for a genetic mark-recapture study prior to
second-round funding even being in place. The focus of the genetic work with this subsequent funding
would be to 1) sequence fish handled and released in spring/summer 2018; 2) sample fishery landings as
well as fish captured during fishery-independent sampling during the following year; and, 3) sequence
those individuals to look for composite genotypes that match those of individuals previously sequenced.
Accomplishing such large-scale resampling will require a large collaborative effort among state, federal,
and academic institutions, with the biggest difficulty being coordinating resampling to make sure each
region is appropriately sampled and that protocols for tissue preservation and data archiving are
consistent across collaborating entities. However, simulations reported by Ahrens et al. (2016) indicate
that such an approach is feasible and could be accomplished with the funding earmarked by Congress in
the FY17 budget.
The legacy of $20M in funding that Congress has made available to estimate the absolute
abundance of Red Snapper in U.S. waters of the Gulf of Mexico will be great, but we have an
opportunity to extend and leverage the funding well-beyond that goal. Not only will we have collected
data on the size-specific Red Snapper habitat relationships across the northern Gulf, but we will be
collecting similar data on numerous other species at the same time. For example, we will develop the
most comprehensive assessment of invasive lionfish abundance and distribution throughout the U.S.
Gulf during this study, and also be able to relate lionfish abundance with habitat characteristics and
native reef fish community structure. However, all of those would pale in comparison to the
comprehensive assessment of Red Snapper population structure that would be a secondary result of the
genetic mark-recapture experiment we would conduct with round-2 funding. The SNPs themselves are
robust markers when utilized as natural tags, but a clear benefit of employing SNPs is that thousands of
SNPs can be analyzed for each individual, with some of those genes being selectively neutral, while
others are putatively under selection. Genomic examination of this latter group of SNPs would enable us
to map genotypic differences of Red Snapper among Gulf regions, which would likely be the most
powerful and scientifically meritorious legacy of this Red Snapper funding.
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We understand our role in satisfying the directives for sharing environmental data and peerreviewed publications expressed in version 3.0 of the NOAA document Data and Publication Sharing
Directive for NOAA Grants, Cooperative Agreements and Contracts and will adhere with guidance,
definitions, directives and requirements contained therein. All data collected from this award will be
made available to the MS-AL Sea Grant Program. We also have the full intention of sharing and making
these data readily available to end-users such as the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council and
Science and Statistical Committee in a timely manner.
The Harte Research Institute for Gulf of Mexico Studies (HRI) at Texas A&M University-Corpus
Christi has an outstanding history with data management and access. Project PIs will be assisted with
data archiving by the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative Information and Data Cooperative (GRIIDC,
http://data.gulfresearchinitiative.org/) housed at HRI. This in-house data management team and system
allows for safe archiving and serving of these data to end users. GRIIDC is both a data management
system and a human network of scientific data experts compiling and documenting the vast and varied
datasets acquired through the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative (GoMRI), a $500-million dollar, 10-year
research program investigating the impacts of oil spills on the ecosystems and human wellbeing in the
Gulf of Mexico region. GRIIDC is working with more than 500 scientists from more than 100 academic
institutions employing a variety of scientific methods. The mission of GRIIDC is to ensure a data and
information legacy that promotes continual scientific discovery and public awareness of the Gulf of
Mexico ecosystem.
GRIIDC was designed to receive and process data from a variety of sources and from various
scientific disciplines. These include structured and unstructured data from remote sensing instruments,
oceanographic and atmospheric observing stations, autonomous vehicles, research vessels, on-theground field surveys, socioeconomic studies, laboratory analyses, and numerical modeling. Scientists
submit their data to GRIIDC for long-term archiving and public discovery. GRIIDC ensures efficient data
transfers for data providers and recipients, proper dataset documentation, and provides data discovery
capabilities. A data repository is installed in a hardened Network Operations Center on the Texas A&M
University-Corpus Christi campus and a duplicate site is being installed on the Texas A&M University
campus in College Station.


Types of environmental data and information created: Investigators will collect survey data or physical
samples for laboratory analyses on small to large research vessels using various advanced technologies
and fishery sampling gear. Advanced technologies will include (but not be limited to): remotelyoperated vehicles (ROVs), sonar hydroacoustic equipment, and towed high-resolution optical cameras.
Fishery sampling gear will include (but not be limited to): standardized vertical longline that follows the
SEAMAP protocol, bottom longline, and single hook-and-line. There is potential to opportunistically
collect valuable biological samples as a result of these sampling methods; several of the sampling
methodologies proposed will result in specimen collection in many areas that are much needed by the
Southeast Data, Assessment and Review (SEDAR). Researchers will collect as many fish tissue samples
as feasible. These could include sagittal otoliths (age structure), muscle tissue (stable isotopes), fin clips
(genetic signatures), stomach contents (diet composition), and gonads (fecundity and sex ratios).
Additionally, samples could include tissues specifically for an on-going Gulf-wide analysis of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) exposure. These include liver, bile, gonad, and muscle tissue samples.
Although funding for sample analysis is not included in the cost estimates in this project outline,
samples can be housed and analyzed as additional funding and data needs are identified in various
regional areas. During the implementation phases, investigators will work closely with the NOAA
Southeast Fisheries Science Center as well as state agencies to ensure any potential for any fish sample
collection is accomplished. Fin clips (1-2 cm2) will be taken from all individuals; size, tag number,
location of procurement (latitude and longitude) and environmental variables (e.g. temperature,

salinity, etc.) will be recorded. All tissues will be stored in thermally stable, salt-saturated, 20% DMSO
storage buffer (Seutin et al. 1991). Tissues will be archived in the laboratories of Co-PIs Portnoy
(western Gulf) and Saillant (eastern Gulf), and each tissue will receive a unique alphanumerical
identifier that can be linked to a relational database containing all metadata associated with Gulf-wide
sampling. Genetic/genomics fin clip samples will be archived to be used if additional funding becomes
available for processing using suitable genetic markers.


Date by which data will be shared: Environmental data collected or produced will be made
independently understandable, visible and accessible to the public no later than two calendar years
after the data collection. Data that are the basis of peer-reviewed manuscripts will be made visible and
accessible no later than the date of the manuscript submission. Earlier releases are permitted and
encouraged. Many datasets will be shared in near real-time. There shall be no cost to the end user for
data accession or no more than the costs of reproduction.



Standards to be used for data file formats and metadata content: Environmental data will be stored and
shared in data file formats that have been adopted and widely-used by practitioners in the associated
science domains. We will use open formats which do not require proprietary software to open, read or
manipulate. We will use formats recommended by the Library of Congress for digital preservation and
the National Centers of Environmental Information (NCEI) for archiving. Examples are: ASCII (CSV/XML),
self-describing formats NetCDF and HDF-EOS, and transportable exports from widely adopted software
such as Matlab and ESRI. Geospatial formats include WMS/WCS. We will use media independent
formats for audio such as wav and TIFF and similar for digital graphic images. We will use metadata
content standards recommended by the NOAA’s IOOS Office and NCEI. These include the ISO 19115
family for geospatial data, NetCDF Attribute Convention for Dataset Discovery, and Climate and
Forecast (CF) conventions. We will use CF Standard Names and IOOS Parameter Vocabularies for
parameter names and units. For uncommon or new data types we will use vocabularies from the
Marine Metadata Interoperability website or construct our own.



Policies for stewardship and preservation: Project PIs have the primary responsibility for data
stewardship for their data. They are responsible for methods calibration, data delivery to shore, initial
processing, QA/QC, metadata preparation and archiving. PIs will be assisted by GRIIDC, which will
aggregate, serve, standardize, QC, and reformat environmental, biological, and socioeconomic data for
archiving. We estimate the data volume collected in any given year will be between 1TB to 5TB
depending on the volume of video data. We will strive to archive the full body of program data and
metadata at an appropriate long-term trusted digital repository.



Procedures for providing access: PIs may share data via ftp, email, websites, or web services. GRIIDC
serves data via direct download or Globus/GridFTP. Scientific publications often include small datasets;
larger datasets can be referenced via a Digital Object Identifier (DOI). GRIIDC and NCEI use EZID to mint
and assign DOIs to their datasets. Our Data Policy for data use is unconditional unrestricted access. No
ethical, confidentiality or privacy issues exist to sharing data.



Data Management Personnel. One part-time data manager (TBN) will be assigned to this project to
serve as liaison between Co-PIs and GRIIDC, and be responsible with coordinating data archival. Dr. Jim
Gibeaut, Endowed Chair for Coastal and Marine Geospatial Sciences is an external collaborator on this
project and is the PI for the GRIIDC activity. Dr. Gibeaut has worked with PI Stunz and many of the CoPIs on this project and with NCEI and other NOAA data-centric groups for decades, and are active
participants in the data and informatics community.
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June 5, 2017
Dr. LaDon Swann
Director, Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium
703 East Beach Drive
Ocean Springs, MS 39564
Dear Dr. Swann and Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium:
The Charter Fisherman’s Association (CFA) is pleased to provide a letter of support for the
project entitled, “Estimating the absolute abundance of Red Snapper in the U.S. Gulf of
Mexico.”
The lack of robust estimates of the Red Snapper population is a key data gap lacking in order to
properly manage this fishery. Our organization is uniquely positioned and willing to provide
scientific research opportunities and vessel coordination and well share our expertise regarding
Red Snapper distribution in the Gulf. This project represents an ideal partnership between
scientists and fishermen to address one of a pressing data need – to determine how many snapper
are in the Gulf. Additionally, this project represent a unique opportunity to get our membership
further engaged in the scientific process through direct collaboration and input into the scientific
data collection process.
Our members often partner with scientific investigators to address key scientific questions in the
Gulf, and we are well suited to make valuable contributions to the management process. This
project is a major undertaking and will require collaboration among a variety of groups. We
offer a very large collective level of expertise and vessels for efficient access to the Gulf. Paired
with the outstanding scientific the team assembled here, we can facilitate data collection in a
manner that would not otherwise be possible. Thus, this project represents an ideal opportunity
for our group to become directly involved with research in the Gulf. Our membership is
particularly suited to help with the tagging component of this fishery by facilitating tagging for
1000s of Red Snapper.
This partnership is an ideal way for our members a way to become engaged and contribute
toward the science used in managing their fisheries, and we look forward to making significant
contribution to the science needed for the best management.
Sincerely,

Shane Cantrell
Executive Director, Charter Fisherman’s Association
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June 1, 2017

Dr. LaDon Swan, Director
Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium
Auburn University Marine Extension and Research Center
118 North Royal Street Suite 800
Mobile, Alabama 36602
Dear Dr. Swan,

I am writing to provide support for the proposal "Estimating the absolute abundance of
red snapper in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico" being submitted to the current MS-AL Sea Grant
red snapper RFP. My support for this proposal is based on my longstanding experience
dealing with marine fisheries research and management issues in the southeastern US. I am
the Head of Marine Fisheries Research for the Florida Fish and Wildlife Research Institute, a
longtime member of the Scientific and Statistical Committees (SSC) of both the South
Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Councils, and currently the Chair of the
Gulf SSC. Obviously, red snapper management is highly contentious in our region and this
species receives much scientific and management attention as we continually strive to base
management on the best scientific information available. I feel this proposal would greatly
enhance that information for perhaps the most economically and ecologically significant
reef fish in the Gulf of Mexico.

I am particularly pleased to see the collective expertise of the group assembled by Drs.
Patterson and Ahrens to estimate red snapper abundance and habitat association on the
West Florida Shelf. Drs. Boswell, Lecours, and Murawski are leaders in their fields and we
are fortunate to have these scientists working in Florida. The work being proposed is
certainly ambitious, but there is a strong team assembled to pull it off. Furthermore,
beyond just estimating red snapper abundance, numerous other scientific questions, such
as those pertaining to red snapper distribution by habitat and depth, population
connectivity, and genetic population structure, can be addressed via data collected during
this study. Therefore, I expect this project to have a substantial scientific legacy well
beyond the important question of how many age-2+ red snapper exist in U.S. waters of the
Gulf of Mexico.

Thank you for considering this proposal and for developing this program to support critical
research needs in the Gulf of Mexico. If you have any questions or need any additional
information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Luiz R. Barbieri, PhD
Program Administrator
Marine Fisheries Research
Fish and Wildlife Research Institute

June 8, 2017
Dr. LaDon Swann
Director, Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium
703 East Beach Drive
Ocean Springs, MS 39564
Dear Dr. Swann and Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium:
The Gulf of Mexico Reef Fish Shareholders’ Alliance is happy to support and cooperate with the Red Snapper
abundance estimation initiative lead by Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi titled, “Estimating the absolute
abundance of Red Snapper in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico.” Not only are we willing to charter our vessels to scientists
and lend our years of expertise with Red Snapper distribution in the Gulf, this project is directly in line with a
priority of our organization, which is to enhance and improve the accuracy, precision, and timeliness of data used
to assess and manage the Gulf’s fisheries and marine ecosystem.
The Red Snapper abundance information generated here will help management of this economically-important
species that is so valuable to commercial fishermen in the Gulf. Our group of commercial fishermen routinely work
closely with a number of the investigators associated with the proposal by partnering on a variety of fisheries-related
projects. This is certainly a challenging endeavor, but the team assembled here is ideal for solving the Red Snapper
abundance question. We feel they are well suited to meet the goals of this initiative.
The Shareholders’ Alliance is uniquely positioned to assist the research team to liaison with our membership,
particularly to help with the depletion and tagging research proposed for this study. We bring the capacity to
efficiently carry out these types of studies and our fishermen are well-equipped to inform the team on historical and
current abundance patterns of Red Snapper they have observed in the Gulf. This work represents an ideal
opportunity for our organization to become more engaged with research in the Gulf of Mexico, which will present
a “win-win” opportunity for industry collaboration and more informed resource management.
The Shareholders’ Alliance and our members are very interested in the outcome of this study. We believe that true
accurate and precise estimate of total Red Snapper abundance in the Gulf will allow for more effective management
strategies to be implemented, which can lead to improved access, more profitable fishing businesses, and the longterm sustainable consumption of this resource.
Sincerely,

Eric Brazer
Deputy Director, Gulf of Mexico Reef Fish Shareholders’ Alliance

Stewardship Through Leadership
www.shareholdersalliance.org

Intimidator Sportfishing Inc.
P.O. Box 1543
Orange Beach, AL 36561

June 1, 2017
Dr. LaDon Swan, Director
Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium
Auburn University Marine Extension and Research Center
118 North Royal Street Suite 800
Mobile, Alabama 36602
Dear Dr. Swan,
I am writing to provide my support for proposal titled, "Estimating the absolute abundance of
red snapper in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico" that is being submitted to MS/AL Sea Grant. I am
a charter boat Captain based in Orange Beach, Alabama who has been in business since
1996. Red snapper is an important Gulf of Mexico resource and is important to my
business. As such, I support this proposed study to provide a fishery-independent estimate of
red snapper throughout U.S. waters of the Gulf of Mexico. But my interest in the best scientific
information possible goes beyond my own business. I have been a Member of the Gulf of
Mexico Fishery Management Council for 9 years and currently serve as its Vice Chairman. I am
also a member of the Board of Directors of the Orange Beach Fishing Association. In various
meetings of those two bodies, red snapper abundance, population trends, and management
tend to consume much of our time and efforts. Mistrust of data and population estimates are
pervasive among different Gulf constituencies and I think a comprehensive study, with
user group buy-in, to estimate red snapper population size will likely help in that regard.
Therefore, I fully support the research being proposed to challenge the red snapper stock
assessment and provide the best data possible for management. I have conducted cooperative
fisheries research with Dr. Will Patterson of the University of Florida for over a decade and the
studies we have worked on together have improved fisheries science and management in the
Gulf of Mexico. If funded, I plan to make my boat and crew available to the red snapper
population study as well.
Sincerely,

Capt. Johnny Greene

